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Abstract
Digital pathology via whole-slide imaging (WSI) systems has recently been approved for the
primary diagnostic use in the US. A critical challenge of WSI is to perform accurate focusing in
high speed. Traditional systems create a focus map prior to scanning. For each focus point on the
map, a sample needs to be static in the x-y plane, and axial scanning is needed to maximize the
contrast. Here I report a novel focus map surveying method for WSI. In this method, I use two
LEDs to illuminate the sample and recover the focus points based on 1D autocorrelation analysis.
The reported method requires no axial scanning, no additional camera and lens, works for stained
and transparent samples, and allows continuous sample motion in the surveying process. The
reported method may provide a turnkey solution for most existing WSI systems due to its
simplicity, robustness, accuracy, and high speed.
Acquiring whole-slide images with spectral information at each pixel permits the use of
multiplexed antibody labeling and allow for the measurement of cellularly resolved chemical
information. This study also reports the development of a high-throughput terapixel hyperspectral
WSI system using prism-based slit-array dispersion. A slit-array detection scheme for absorptionbased measurements and a slit-array projection scheme for fluorescence-based measurements are
demonstrated. The spectral resolution and spectral range in the reported schemes can be adjusted

Jun Liao – University of Connecticut, [2018]
by changing the orientation of the slit-array mask. The reported system is compatible with existing
WSI systems and can be developed as an add-on module for whole-slide spectral imaging. It may
find broad applications in high-throughput chemical imaging with multiple antibody labeling.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Optical Microscope

1.1 Infinity Optical Microscope Systems
Over the past 20 years, infinity optical microscope systems have almost completely replaced
traditional finite optical microscope systems [1]. Since an infinity optical microscope system has
much smaller focus and aberration problems comparing with finite optical systems [2]. One can
insert auxiliary optical component into an infinity optical system like differential interference
contrast (DIC) prisms, coded masks, and epi-fluorescence illuminators into the parallel optical
path between the objective and the tube lens while introducing a minimal effect on the aberration
of the optical system [3-7]. In this dissertation, the author innovatively put a two-pinhole mask in
the parallel path to solve the autofocusing problem of a microscope system [8, 9]. Also, to enable
hyperspectral imaging, a small angle prism has been put in the parallel path to allow the light to
disperse into its component wave lengths [10]. The detailed method and results will be thoroughly
explained in later chapters.
The main difference between an infinity optical system and a finite optical system is that
an infinity optical system has a tube lens to work collaborate with the objective lens. The schemes
of finite optical system and infinity optical system are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of finite optical systems. (b) Scheme of infinity optical systems.

A parallel light path is produced between the objective and the tube lens. Complex optical
components can be inserted into this area without introducing spherical aberration or modification
of the working distance of the objectives.
However, a basic infinity optical microscope system still has many limitations. Objectives
with large magnification will sacrifice field of view (FOV). Objectives with large numerical
aperture (NA) will sacrifice depth of field (DOF). Based upon the modern compound microscope
systems, a lot of computational and optical methods has been proposed to improve its performance
like resolution, DOF, FOV [10-12]. Also, one can get phase information of a sample through
certain modification of basic microscope systems or computational methods, which a detector
cannot get with a basic microscope system [13, 14]. Below is a short explanation of some important
concepts the author just mentioned.
2

Numerical Aperture: The NA is important because it indicates the resolving power of an
objective lens. The larger the NA value the finer the detail that can be seen. A lens with a larger
NA also collects more lights and will normally provide a brighter image with a narrower depth of
field than one with a smaller value.
NA=n·sinθ
The formula above shows that NA depends on n, the refractive index of the medium that
exists between the front of an objective and the specimen (for air, n=1.0), and angle θ, which is
the half-angle of the maximum cone of light that can enter the lens.

Figure 2. Different numerical aperture corresponds to different light con angle of an objective.

Resolution: An optical system can be seen as a low pass filter. An idea point appears as
Airy diffraction patterns on the image plane of a microscope system. The resolution defines the
minimum detectable distance between two image points. Resolution is determined by numerical
aperture and wavelength λ of the illumination.
Resolution=λ/2NA (μm)
Depth of Field: Also known as depth of focus, this is the distance (measured in the
direction of the optical axis) between the two planes which define the limits of acceptable image
3

sharpness when the microscope is focused an object. As the NA increases, the depth of field
becomes shallower, as shown by the expression below:
DOF=λ/(2·(NA)2)
See below figure for depth of field explanation:

Figure 3. Scheme of Depth of field of an objective. Objectives with larger NA have shallower depth of field.

Field of View：The diameter of the field of an optical light microscope is the field number
(FN). The observation range of the sample surface is determined by the diameter of the eyepiece’s
field stop. The value of this diameter in millimeters is called the field number. In contrast, the real
field of view is the range on the workpiece surface when actually magnified and observed with the
objective lens.
The real field of view can be calculated with the following formula:
(1) Diameter of surface observed through eyepiece
Real field of view=FN of eyepiece/Objective lens magnification
(2) Diameter of surface observed on video monitor
Monitor observation range=The size of the CCD (diagonal length)/objective magnification
(3) Monitor display magnification
4

Monitor display magnification=objective magnification*Display diagonal length on the
monitor/Diagonal length of CCD

1.2 Research objectives
Based on the compound microscope systems described above, scientists developed whole-slide
scanners which made digital pathology possible. Whole slide Imaging systems mechanically scan
the entire slide with large magnification objectives and then stitch all the small images into a single
large whole-slide image. The whole-slide image can be uploaded to the cloud for management,
education, big data analysis or remote diagnosis.
However, maintaining focus during the high-speed scanning process is the most
challenging part for whole-slide scanners. This dissertation proposes two solutions for this
particular problem. One solution is based on a two-pinhole autofocusing module (a similar twoLED methods is developed based on this idea), another solution is based on deep learning. In
Chapter 2, the author will give the background and the basic knowledge of whole slide imaging
systems. Current autofocusing methods will also be discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 to Chapter
8 will describe the autofocusing solutions the author proposed and the several applications of the
whole-slide imaging system such as phase imaging, hyperspectral imaging and multichannel
imaging.
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Chapter 2 Whole-Slide Imaging

2.1 Background
About 1 in 8 U.S. women (about 12.4%) will develop invasive breast cancer over the course of her
lifetime. In 2018, an estimated 266,120 new cases of invasive breast cancer are expected to be
diagnosed in women in the U.S [1]. Pathologists determine a diagnosis of benign disease or cancer.
It’s inevitable that pathologists can make diagnosis errors due to tiredness. However, with the
development of artificial intelligence, computers can learn to assist with doctors with slide
perceiving and diagnosis [2]. Digital pathology enables the acquisition and uploading images to
cloud so that powerful computers can helps manage and interpret the pathology information
collected from the slides by whole-slide scanners [3-6].
On the other hand, digital pathology allows remote sharing and diagnosis which is of great
help for suburban areas where lack pathologists resource [7, 8]. By providing digital pathology
facilities all over the world, countless people will have the opportunity to enjoy high quality,
accurate and fair medical care comparing with people living in urban areas.
Digital pathology is rapidly gaining momentum as a proven and essential technology.
Manufactures has developed many types of Whole-slide imaging scanners to meet the need of
digital pathology. See below figure for a typical whole-slide image scanner from Leica Biosystems.
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Figure 1. Leica Aperio AT2-High Volume, Digital Whole Slide Scanner. (Image courtesy of Leica
Biosystems).

The Leica Aperio AT2 shown above has 400 slide capacity and Z-stacking with up to 25
layers. Slides are available for remote viewing in less than a minute. Besides Leica, other
traditional optics manufactures also provide high quality whole slide scanners such as Olympus,
Zeiss, Philips etc. The most popular whole slide scanners in the market has been listed in the table
below:
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Table 1. Present-day commercially available WSI scanners.

2.2 Autofocusing method for WSI
Even the slide samples are very thin, on the order of micrometers, the tomography of a sample can
range up to around 10 micrometers. Also, the high-power objective lens has very small depth of
field (DOF). For example, a 20x objective lens with NA equals 0.75 only have a DOF around 0.6
µm. So, maintaining the best focus position for each step when scanning the whole slide is a must
process.

9

Autofocusing methods for whole slide scanners can be divided to two categories. One is
image-based method, the other is reflective-based method [9]. See Figure 2 for the scheme of each
method.

Figure 2. (a) Scheme of Image-based method. (b) Scheme of Reflective-based method.

For image-based method, generally a z-stack of images are taken from different focal
positions in the same view. By comparing the figures’ merit, one can predict the best focal level
and bring the stage to the optimal focal position. There are over 18 kinds of figures’ merit algorithm
including: contrast, Brenner gradient, variety, entropy and so on [10-15]. Here the author lists the
most popular algorithms and their formulas.
Brenner gradient: this algorithm computes the first difference between a pixel and its
neighbor with a distance of 2.
𝑁

𝑀

𝐵 = ∑ ∑[𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑠(𝑖 + 2, 𝑗)]2
𝑖=1 𝑗=1
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s(i, j) is the pixel value at (i, j) coordinate position. N and M represent the number of pixels in the
i and j directions. B is the final Brenner gradient value. The Brenner gradient is a fast and efficient
edge detector.
Variance: this algorithm measures the variations in the gray level among the image pixels.
𝑁

𝑀

1
𝑉 = ∑ ∑[𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗) − µ]2
µ
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

µ is the normalized mean value of the greyscale image. The statistical methods can measure the
intensity fluctuation of the image.
Entropy: the entropy algorithm assumes that focused images contains more information
than defocused images.
𝐹=−

∑

𝑝𝑖 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑝𝑖 )

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠

where pi =h(i)/H * W is the probability of a pixel with intensity i.
Since the image-based method requires multiple images acquired in the z-dimension to
calculate the ideal focal position, it has traditionally been slow and requires more time to finish
scanning the entire slide.
The other popular autofocusing method for WSI is reflection-based methods. The lasers or
infrared LEDs are often used to track the angle of reflectance over a surface [16-18]. This method
creates a single reference point to keep the objective at a constant distance from the sample.
Although this can work for biological samples that are a fixed distance off the surface, it does not
work well when a sample varies its location from the surface. This is because focus is maintained
at a constant distance above the reference surface (i.e., glass slide) and therefore, cannot track the
tissue topography variations above the glass.
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See Figure 3(a) for Nikon’s Perfect Focus System (PFS) technology [18]. This is a typical
reflection-based autofocusing method to solve focus drift problem. The PFS utilize a near-infrared
LED and a line CCD to perform autofocusing. As the sample vibrate or has thermal drift, the spot
on line CCD reflected back from the LED will shift from its reference point. By doing a calibration
in the beginning, one can figure out the distance the sample has drifted.

Figure 3. Nikon’s Perfect Focus System (PFS). (Image courtesy of Nikon Instruments)

2.3 WSI Software
A typical virtual slide that is 1600 megapixels require 4.6GB. Not all image software is able to
open these large size images. Special image viewers have been developed to view whole slide
images such as ImageJ, OpenSlide, QuPath, PMA.start etc.
Most WSI files contain an “image pyramid”, zoom level are pre-calculated and stored in
the file. The image at each zoom level is broken into small tiles. See Figure 4 for a typical whole
slide image viewer interface by PMA.start. There is a thumbnail image in the right bottom corner.
A small blue box in the thumbnail image shows the region the user is looking at. Zoom in level
can be easily changed by clicking the “+” or “-” buttons on the left top area.
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Figure 4. Screenshot of PMA.start’s WSI viewer interface.

To sum up, this chapter provides an overview of whole-slide scanners in the market and
illustrated the main methods used for WSI autofocusing. From chapter 3, the author will propose
several novel WSI autofocusing methods such as two-pinhole methods and deep learning methods.
Diverse applications of the reported autofocusing platform are also presented in later chapters.
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Chapter 3 Two pinhole-modulated cameras at the eyepiece ports for WSI
autofocusing

In this chapter, the author reports the development of a high-throughput whole slide imaging (WSI)
system by adapting a cost-effective optomechanical add-on kit to existing microscopes. Inspired
by the phase detection concept in professional photography, we attached two pinhole-modulated
cameras at the eyepiece ports for instant focal plane detection. By adjusting the positions of the
pinholes, we can effectively change the view angle for the sample, and as such, we can use the
translation shift of the two pinhole-modulated images to identify the optimal focal position. By
using a small pinhole size, the focal-plane-detection range is on the order of millimeter, orders of
magnitude longer than the objective’s depth of field. We also show that, by analyzing the phase
correlation of the pinhole-modulated images, we can determine whether the sample contains one
thin section, folded sections, or multiple layers separated by certain distances – an important piece
of information prior to a detailed z scan. In order to achieve system automation, we deployed a
low-cost programmable robotic arm to perform sample loading and $14 stepper motors to drive
the microscope stage to perform x-y scanning. Using a 20X objective lens, we can acquire a 2
gigapixel image with 14 mm by 8 mm field of view in 90 seconds. The reported platform may find
applications in biomedical research, telemedicine, and digital pathology. It may also provide new
insights for the development of high-content screening instruments. This chapter cites the work
“InstantScope: a low-cost whole slide imaging system with instant focal plane detection” the
author previously published on Biomedical Optics Express.
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3.1. Background
Whole slide imaging (WSI) system is one important tool for biomedical research and clinical
diagnosis. In particular, the advances of computer and image sensor technologies in recent years
have significantly accelerated the development of WSI systems for high-content screening,
telemedicine, and digital pathology. One important aspect of WSI systems is to maintain the
sample at the optimal focal position over a large field of view. Autofocus method for WSI systems
is still an active research area due to its great potentials in industrial and clinical applications.
There are two main types of autofocus methods in WSI systems: 1) laser-reflection methods and
2) image-contrast-related method. For laser-reflection method [1–3], an infrared laser beam is
reflected by the sample surface and creates a reference point for determining the distance between
the surface and the objective lens. This method only works well for samples that have a fixed
distance off the surface. If a sample varies its location from the surface, this method cannot
maintain the optimal focal position. Different from the laser-reflection method, image-contrastrelated method [2, 4–6] is able to track topographic variations and identify the optimal focal
position through image processing. This method acquires multiple images by moving the sample
along the z direction and calculates the focal position by maximizing a figure of merit (such as
image contrast, entropy, and frequency content) of the acquired images. Since z-stacking increases
the total scanning time, image-contrast-related method achieves better imaging performance by
trading off system throughput. However, due to the topographic variation of pathology slides, most
WSI systems employ image-contrast-related method for tracking the focus [2].
In this chapter, the author reports the development of a WSI platform by adapting an
optomechanical add on kit to a regular microscope. Inspired by the phase detection concept in
professional photography [7], we attached two pinhole-modulated cameras at the eyepiece ports
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for focal plane detection. By adjusting the positions of the pinholes, we can effectively change the
view angle through the two eyepiece ports. The focal position can be recovered by calculating the
phase correlation of the two corresponding pinhole-modulated images. There are several
advantages of the reported platform: 1) By deploying a small-sized pinhole in both cameras,
autofocusing can reach the millimeter range, orders of magnitude longer than the objective’s depth
of field. On the other hand, conventional image-contrast-based method relies on the captured
images from the main camera port, which will be blurred out if the sample is defocused by a long
distance. 2) The two images captured by the pinhole-modulated cameras provide additional
information of the sample’s tomographic structure in the z direction. By analyzing the phase
correlation curve, we can readily determine whether the sample contains one thin section, folded
sections, or multiple layers separated by certain distances. Different z-sampling strategies can then
be used in conjunction with the reported method for better image acquisition. For example, we can
perform z-stacking for the area that contains folded sections or multiple layers. We can also avoid
air burbles by comparing the layered structure with the surrounding areas. 3) One of the major
barriers for the adoption of WSI system is the cost. In the reported platform, we used a costeffective mechanical add-on kit to convert a regular microscope into a WSI system, making it
affordable to small research labs. For each x-y position, the reported platform is able to directly
move the stage to the optimal focal position; no z-stacking is needed and the focus error will not
propagate to other x-y positions. 4) In the reported platform, we employed a cost-effective
programmable robotic arm (uArm from Kickstarter) for sample loading. We can easily expand its
capability for handling other samples (such as Petri dish) and integrate other image recognition
strategies for better and affordable laboratory automation. This chapter is structured as follows: in
section 2, we will report the design and the operation principle of the pinhole-modulated camera.
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In section 3, we will report the use of the phase correlation curve for peeking the sample structure
in the z direction. In section 4, we will report the design of the add-on kit for converting a
conventional microscope into a WSI system. Finally, we will summarize the results and discuss
the future directions in section 5.

3.2. Instant focal plane detection using pinhole-modulated cameras
Inspired by the phase detection concept in professional photography [7], we attached two pinholemodulated cameras at the eyepiece ports for instant focal plane detection, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
where the pinhole is inserted at the Fourier plane of the lens. By adjusting the positions of the two
pinholes, we can effectively change the view angle of the sample. If the sample is placed at the infocus position, the two captured images will be identical (Fig. 1(b2)). If the sample is placed at an
out-of-focus position, the sample will be projected at two different view angles, causing a
translational shift in the two captured images (Fig. 1(b1) and 1(b3)). The translation shift is
proportional to the defocus distance of the sample. Therefore, by identifying the translational shift
of the two captured images, we can recover the optimal focal position of the sample without a zscan.
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Fig. 1 (a) Pinhole-modulated cameras for instant focal plane detection. (b) By inserting an off-axis pinhole
at the Fourier plane, we can effectively change the view angle of the sample. (c1) A 3D-printed plastic case
was used to assemble the pinhole-modulated camera. (c2) The off-axis pinhole was punched by a needle
on a printing paper. (d) We attached the assembly to the eyepiece ports of a microscope platform.

The design of the pinhole-modulated camera is shown in Fig. 1(c), where we used a 3Dprinted case to assemble a 50 mm Nikon photographic lens (f/1.8), a pinhole, and a CCD detector.
We used a needle to punch a hole on a printing paper, as shown in Fig. 1(c2). The size of the
pinhole is ~0.5 mm, and it locates at ~1.5 mm away from the optical axis. To adjust the position
of the pinhole, we increase the off-axis distance until the image vanishes in the camera. The whole
module was attached to the eyepiece ports of a microscope (Fig. 1(d)).
Figure 2 shows the experimental characterization of the instant focal plane detection
scheme. By putting the sample at different positions, we can see different translational shift from
the two pinhole-modulated images (Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)). The images captured at the main camera
port are shown in Fig. 2(c) as a comparison. We can see that, the depth of field of the pinhole
modulated images is orders of magnitude longer than that of the high-resolution image captured
through the main camera port. Figure 2(d) shows the measured relationship between the
translational shift and the defocus distance of the sample. For imaging new samples, we first
identify the translational shift of the two pinhole-modulated images and then use this calibration
curve to recover the focal position.
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Fig. 2. The captured images through the pinhole-modulated cameras (a)-(b), and the main camera (c). (d)
The measured relationship between the translational shift of the two pinhole-modulated images and the
defocus distance.

3.3. Unveiling sample’s tomographic structure using the phase correlation curve
In the reported platform, we used phase correlation to identify the translational shift of the two
pinhole-modulated images. The use of phase correlation for subpixel registration is an established
technique in image processing [8]. In this chapter, we explore the use of phase correlation curve
to peek the sample’s tomographic structure without a detailed z-scan.
Figure 3 demonstrates that, different samples have different characteristics on the phase
correlation curves. A thin section renders a single sharp peak (Fig. 3(a)) while a sample with folded
sections has a peak with a boarder full width at half maximum (FWHM) (Fig. 3(b)). For samples
with multiple layers, we can see multiple peaks from the curve, as shown in Fig. 3(c). In particular,
in Fig. 3(c), the two layers are separated by 100 µm. The reported platform is able to recover this
information over such a long depth of field. The sample information along the z direction is
valuable for determining the sampling strategy. For example, we can perform multilayer sampling
according to the peaks or the FWHM of the phase correlation curve. Further research is needed to
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relay the phase correlation characteristics with the sample property [9]. In the reported platform,
we simply identify the maximum point of the phase correlation curve to recover the focal position
of the sample; no z-scanning was used.

Fig. 3. Using the phase correlation curve for exploring sample structures at the z direction. Samples with
one thin section (a), folded section (b), and two different layers separated by certain distance (c).

3.4. Mechanical design and high-throughput gigapixel imaging
In order to achieve system automation, we used a low-cost programmable robotic arm (uArm,
Kickstarter) to perform sample loading and stepper motors (NEMA-17, Adafruit) to drive the
microscope stage to perform x-y-z scanning. In our implementation, we used 3D-printed plastic
gears to control the focus knob for sample autofocusing, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The smallest z-step
is 350 nm in our design. If needed, one can change the size ratio of the two mechanical gears in
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Fig. 4(a) to achieve a better z resolution. Figure 4(b) shows the mechanical add-on kit for
controlling sample scanning in x-y plane and the programmable robotic arm for automatic sample
loading. We used Arduino microcontroller to control the scanning process.

Fig. 4 Sample loading and mechanical scanning schemes in the reported platform. (a) 3D-printed plastic
gear for controlling focus knob. (b) Sample scanning using a mechanical kit and sample loading using a
programmable robotic arm. XM: x-axis motor; YM: y-axis motor; XYG: x-y scanning gear group; ZM: zaxis motor; ZG: z-axis scanning gear.

Figure 5 shows the gigapixel images captured using the reported platform. In Fig. 5(a), we
used a 9 megapixel monochromatic CCD camera (Prosilica GT 34000, 3.69 µm pixel size) to
capture a pathology slide. Using a 20X, 0.75 numerical aperture objective lens, it took 90 seconds
to acquire a 2 gigapixel image with 14 mm by 8 mm field of view. This image contains 340
segments, and the image acquisition of each segment takes ~0.24 second using a regular desktop
computer with an Intel i5 processor. The detailed breakdown of the acquisition time is as follow:
1) 0.1 second for the pinhole-modulated cameras to acquires two images from the eyepiece ports;
2) 0.02 second for the calculation of the phase correlation and recover the optimal focal position;
3) 0.04 second to drive the focus knob; 4) 0.02 second to trigger the main camera to capture the
high-resolution in-focus image; 5) 0.06 second to drive the x-y stage to another position. The main
speed limitation is located at the data readout from pinhole-modulated cameras. In this early
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prototype, we used an old camera model (31AU03, IC Capture, 1024 by 768 pixels). A CMOS
webcam with faster data readout can reduce the acquisition time of single segment to 0.16 second
(~40% improvement). In Fig. 5(b), we use a 1.5 megapixel color CMOS camera (Infinity lite, 4.2
µm pixel size) to acquire a color image of blood smear. The total acquisition time is 16 minutes
and the field of view is 15 mm by 15 mm with 2400 segments. The longer acquisition time is
caused by the detector size being much smaller than the CCD used in Fig. 5(a) and the absence of
hardware triggering.

Fig. 5 Gigapixel images captured by using the reported platform. (a) A captured image of a pathology slide
using a 9 megapixel CCD. The field of view is 14 mm by 8 mm and the acquisition time is 90 seconds. (b)
A captured image of a blood smear using a 1.5 megapixel color CMOS sensor. The field of view is 15 mm
by 15 mm and the acquisition time is 16 minutes. These images can be viewed at:
http://gigapan.com/profiles/SmartImagingLab.

To test the autofocusing capability, we have also moved the sample to 25 pre-defined zpositions and used the reported approach to recover the z-positions. The standard deviation
between the ground truth and our recovery is ~300 nm, much smaller than the depth of field of the
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employed objective. Finally, we note that, the use of stepper motor to drive microscope is not a
new idea [6]; however, integrating it with the proposed autofocusing scheme for high-throughput
WSI is new and may find various biomedical applications.
3.5. Summary
In summary, we have demonstrated the use of pinhole-modulated camera for instant focal plane
detection. We have developed a WSI add-on kit to convert a regular microscope to a WSI system.
For each x-y position, the reported WSI platform is able to directly move the stage to the optimal
focal position; no z-stacking in needed for focal plane searching and the focus error will not be
accumulated to other x-y positions. By using the reported platform, we demonstrated the
acquisition of a 2 gigapixel image (14 mm by 8 mm) in 90 seconds. Compared to laser reflection
methods, the reported approach is able to track the topographic variations of the tissue section;
neither external laser source nor angle-tracking optics is needed. Compared to image-contrast
methods, the reported approach has an ultra-long autofocusing range and requires no z-scanning
for focal plane detection. From the cost point of view, the mechanical kit, including the stepper
motor and related drivers, costs ~50 (Amazon). The camera lens attached to eyepiece port can be
replaced by low-cost eyepiece adapter with 0.5X reduction lens (25, Amscope). The pinhole can
be inserted into the Fourier plane of the reduction lens. Lastly, we can use low-cost stereo Minoru
webcam (~$20, Amazon) or other low-cost webcams at the eyepiece port to capture the pinholemodulated images. The rest of system remains the same as the regular microscope. The reported
design may enable the dissemination of high-throughput imaging/screening instruments for the
broad biomedical community. It can also be directly combined with other cost-effective imaging
schemes for high-throughput multimodal microscopy imaging [10, 11].
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There are several areas we plan to improve in the next phase: 1) due to the large data set
we acquire, we use a free software (Image Composite Editor) to perform image stitching off-line.
We need to convert the captured data into individual images and manually upload them to the
software. The software blindly stitches the image without making use of positional information of
individual segments. The entire process takes about 40 minutes for generating the image shown in
Fig. 5(a). We plan to develop a memory efficient program to perform stitching during the image
acquisition process. 2) The current speed limitation comes from data readout from the pinholemodulated cameras (15 fps). A camera with higher frame rate can be used to further shorten the
acquisition time by 40%. The sensor area and the total number of pixels of the pinhole-modulated
camera are not important in reported approach. 3) We used plastic cases in various parts of our
prototype to mount the pinhole-modulated camera. Due to the weights of the cameras, stability is
a concern for the reported prototype. A metal mount with better optomechanical design is needed
in the future (for example, using the commercially available eyepiece adapter with 0.5X reduction
lens). 4) The reported method can be used for fluorescence imaging. In this case, the photon budget
for the pinhole modulated cameras will be low. We may need to study the effect of shot noise for
the phase correlation curve. 5) The use of phase correlation curve for peeking sample’s
tomographic structures is an unexplored area. Further research is needed to study the phase
correlation characteristics and the associated sample properties. 6) In the reported platform, we
employed a programmable robotic arm for sample loading (Visualization 1). The use of robotic
arm for sample loading is not a new idea. However, low-cost and open-source robotic arms are
only available very recently. We can expand their capability for handling different samples and
integrate other image recognition strategies for better and affordable laboratory automation.
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Chapter 4 Single-frame rapid autofocusing for WSI autofocusing

A critical consideration for whole slide imaging (WSI) platform is to perform accurate
autofocusing at high speed. Typical WSI systems acquire a z-stack of sample images and
determine the best focal position by maximizing a figure of merit. This strategy, however, has
suffered from several limitations, including low speed due to multiple image acquisitions,
relatively low accuracy of focal plane estimation, short axial range for autofocusing, and
difficulties in handling transparent samples. By exploring the autocorrelation property of the tissue
sections, the author reports a novel single-frame autofocusing scheme to address the above
challenges. In this approach, we place a two-pinhole-modulated camera at the epi-illumination arm.
The captured image contains two copies of the sample separated by a certain distance. By
identifying this distance, we can recover the defocus distance of the sample over a long z-range
without z-scanning. To handle transparent samples, we set an offset distance to the autofocusing
camera for generating out-of-focus contrast in the captured image. The single-frame nature of our
scheme allows autofocusing even when the stage is in continuous motion. We demonstrate the use
of our autofocusing scheme for fluorescence WSI and quantify the focusing performance on 1550
different tissue tiles. The average autofocusing error is ~0.11 depth-of-field, 3 folds better than
that of conventional methods. We report an autofocusing speed of 0.037 s per tile, which is much
faster than that of conventional methods. The autofocusing range is ~80 µm, 8 folds longer than
that of conventional methods. The reported scheme is able to solve the autofocusing challenges in
WSI systems and may find applications in high-throughput brightfield/fluorescence WSI. This
chapter cites the work “Single-frame rapid autofocusing for fluorescence whole slide imaging” the
author previously published on Biomedical Optics Express.
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4.1 Background
Whole slide imaging (WSI) systems convert the conventional microscope slides into digital images
that can be analyzed with computers and shared through the internet. It has become an important
tool in biomedical research and clinical diagnosis [1]. In WSI imaging systems, autofocusing is
the most challenging issue to overcome and has been cited as the culprit for poor image quality in
histologic diagnosis [2]. This is not because autofocusing is difficult to do, but rather because of
the need to perform accurate autofocusing at high speed [3]. There are two types of autofocusing
methods: laser-reflection-based method and image-contrast-based method. Laser-reflection-based
method cannot handle tissue sections with topography variations above the glass slide [3].
Conventional WSI systems use the image-contrast-based method to perform autofocusing [3–5].
This approach typically acquires multiple images by moving the sample (or the objective) along
the axial direction and then selects the optimal focal plane by maximizing a figure of merit on the
acquired images. Typical figures of merit include image contrast, resolution, entropy, and
frequency content. The image-contrast-based method requires no reference surface and is able to
track sample topography variations above the glass slide, making it a good solution for imaging
tissue sections.
Despite its successful deployment in conventional WSI systems, the image-contrast-based
approach suffers from several limitations: 1) it has a limited autofocusing speed due to the
acquisition of multiple images per tile. Assuming a rate of 20 frames per second, surveying focus
at 5 different focal positions per tile requires 0.25 seconds. This will be further limited by the
motion of the stage in the z direction. Traditional tiling systems create a focus map by surveying
every n tiles on the tissue. The assumption with skipping tiles is that a neighboring region has a
similar focus position as its neighbors. More focus points increase the accuracy of the focus map
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while decreasing the speed. 2) It has a relatively low accuracy of focal plane estimation. It has
been shown that the focusing error using a 3-point Brenner gradient method is about ~0.34 depth
of field (DOF) in a dynamic predictive mode [6]. 3) It has a relatively short axial range for
autofocusing (typically < 10 µm). If the sample is out of focus by a large amount, then it is difficult
for image-contrast-based methods to recover the focal position. 4) Evident by its name, imagecontrast-based technique relies on the image contrast of the captured data. Thus, it is difficult to
handle unstained, transparent, or low-contrast samples. It is unclear whether image-contrast-based
methods can be implemented for fluorescence microscopy, where samples are typically transparent
under brightfield illumination. One can use a fluorescence channel for obtaining image contrast;
however, capturing multiple low-light fluorescence images for autofocusing may be timeconsuming and introduces photobleaching damages to the samples.
In this chapter, we report a novel, robust, and rapid autofocusing approach based on single
image acquisition. Our setup integrates the dual-camera configuration [3] and the pinholemodulation idea [7] to address the challenges discussed above. Different from the original pinholemodulation idea of using two images, the reported scheme only need to capture one image for
autofocusing. The eyepiece ports are also released for clinicians’ use. More importantly, the
original pinhole-modulation scheme cannot be used for fluorescence imaging. The reported
scheme, on the other hand, is able to handle transparent samples and be used for both brightfield
and fluorescence WSI. The single-frame nature of the reported scheme also allows autofocusing
even the stage is in continuous motion. The average autofocusing error of the reported scheme is
~0.11 depth-of-field, ~3 folds better than that of conventional image-contrast-based methods. The
time to determine the best focus position is 0.037 seconds, much faster than that of conventional
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methods. The autofocusing range is ~80 µm, 8 folds longer than that of conventional methods. The
reported scheme may find applications in high-throughput WSI and DNA-sequencing.

4.2 Single-frame rapid autofocusing scheme
The reported single-frame autofocusing technique is inspired by the dual-camera configuration,
where the high-speed camera is used for autofocusing and the main camera is used for capturing
high-resolution images [3]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), we placed the autofocusing camera module at
the epi-illumination arm. This module consists of a filter cube, two 50-mm CCTV lenses, a twopinhole aperture at the pupil plane, and a cost-effective image sensor (Sony IMX265). In this setup,
we used a surface-mount LED (LOHAS 50W LED) for sample illumination, which was placed at
the back focal plane of the condenser lens. Figure 1(a3) shows the entire WSI platform, where we
used three stepping motors to control the motion of the microscope stage in the x, y, and z
directions [7]. In the reported autofocusing scheme, the light from the sample is divided into two
paths by the beam splitter: one goes to the high-resolution main camera at the top and the other
goes to the autofocusing camera. By placing the two-pinhole aperture at the pupil plane, the
captured image from the autofocusing camera contains two copies of the sample and the
translational shift of these two copies is proportional to the defocus distance (Fig. 1(b1)-1(b3)).
Figure 1(b4) shows the relationship between the translational shift of the two copies and the
defocus distance (the three-color data points in Fig. 1(b4) correspond to the cases of Fig. 1(b1)1(b3)). Once we identify the translation shift between the two copies, we can recover the defocus
distance based on the curve in Fig. 1(b4). In our implementation, we used 2 by 2 binning for the
autofocusing camera and the captured image contains 1024 by 768 pixels. We used the central 768
by 768 regions for processing. We note that we have set up an offset for the autofocusing camera
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in our platform; in other words, when the sample is in-focus, there is a translational shift of the
two copies (Fig. 1(b2)). This offset is able to generate out-of-focus contrast for the transparent
sample, as evident in Fig. 1(b1)-1(b3) and the inset of Fig. 1(b4). We will further discuss this point
below.

Fig. 1 The single-frame autofocusing scheme. (a) The microscope setup, where the autofocusing module is
attached at the epi-illumination arm. (b) The working principle of the single-frame autofocusing scheme.
The captured image from the autofocusing camera contains two copies of the object and we can recover the
defocus distance based on the translation shift between the two copies.

The first question is how to recover the translational shift from the single captured image.
This problem is different from the shift retrieval problem in stereo vision, where phase correlation
can be calculated from two images [8]. In our case, we have one measurement z[x] = s[x] + s[x x0], where s[x] and s[x - x0] represent two copies of the sample in Fig. 1(b). The goal is to recover
the shift x0 from z[x] (s[x] is unknown).
We first rewrite z[x] as follows: z[x] = s[x] + s[x - x0] = s[x] * h[x], where h[x] = δ[x] +
δ[x - x0] and ‘*’ stands for convolution. We propose to recover x 0 from the autocorrelation of the
captured image z[x]. Specifically, the autocorrelation of z[x] can be expressed as
𝑅(𝑧[𝑥]) = 𝑅(𝑠[𝑥]) ∗ 𝑅(ℎ[𝑥]) = 𝑅(𝑠[𝑥]) ∗ (2δ[𝑥] + δ[𝑥 + 𝑥0 ] + δ[𝑥 − 𝑥0 ]),

(1)
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where ‘R()’ stands for the autocorrelation operation. The term ‘2δ[x] + δ[x - x0] + δ[x + x0]’ in Eq.
(1) suggests that if R(s[x]) is narrow enough, then there will be three peaks in the autocorrelation
function R(z[x]), one at the center, one at the x0 position, and one at the -x0 position. Therefore, in
this case, we can recover x0 by identifying the locations of the two first-order peaks of R(z[x]).
By definition, the autocorrelation function R(z[x]) can be computed by a convolution
operation: R(z[x]) = z[x] * z[-x]. In practice, the Wiener-Khinchin theorem allows us to compute
R(z[x]) with two fast Fourier transforms (FFTs): first compute the Fourier power spectrum of the
captured image z[x] and then perform an inverse FFT on the power spectrum. Figure 2 summarizes
the procedures: we first compute the Fourier power spectrum in Fig. 2(a2) and then perform an
inverse FFT to get the autocorrelation function R(z[x]) in Fig. 2(a3). The distance x0 can be
recovered from the distance between the two first-order peaks in Fig. 2(a4).

Fig. 2 The procedures for recovering the translation shift from a single captured image z[x]. (a1) The
captured image z[x] from the autofocusing camera. (a2) The Fourier power spectrum of the captured image
(we took the log scale to better visualize the fringe pattern). (a3) The autocorrelation function R(z[x]),
which can be computed by taking the inverse Fourier transform of (a2). (a4) The line trace of (a3) and the
locations of the peaks. (b) The condition for resolving the first-order peaks.

Although the procedures in Fig. 2 works well in many cases, we cannot guarantee that it
will always recover x0. To gain more intuition into the method, consider two extreme cases for
s[x]: 1) s[x] is a constant, and 2) s[x] is an i.i.d. random function. For case 1, the correlation of a
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constant is still a constant. Therefore, we will get 3 constants overlapped with each other from Eq.
(1) and we cannot recover the distance x0. For case 2, the correlation function will be a δ function
so that Eq. (1) leads to 3 δ functions. We can, therefore, recover x0 from the locations of the δ
functions. In practice, a good model for s[x] is a broadband object o[x] (with narrow correlation
function) convolved with the incoherent point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system.
Therefore, the power spectrum of s[x] can be approximated by a constant times the magnitude
squared of OTF, where ‘OTF’ stands for the optical transfer function (i.e., the Fourier transform
of the PSF). Equation (1) then leads to three copies of the correlation function of the PSF in Fig.
2(b). We can then define the following condition for resolving the locations of the first-order peaks:
the dip adjacent to the first-order peak is at least 26% lower than the peak value. A similar
condition is used in the Rayleigh criterion for defining the resolution of two closely-packed peaks.
Under the condition in Fig. 2(b), we can get the following important requirement on x0:
𝑥0 ·𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 > 1.56
where fcutoff stands for the cutoff frequency of the incoherent OTF and is equal to 2NA/λ for an
aberration-free system. Equation (2) implies that, if the distance between the two copies is small,
then it will be difficult to recover x0. This observation justifies the positional offset of the
autofocusing camera in our platform. We set this offset for two purposes: 1) to generate out-offocus contrast for the captured image, and 2) to satisfy Eq. (2). We also note that the auto-phase
correlation index can be used in the acquisition process to select focus candidates [9].

4.3 Autofocusing performance and fluorescence WSI
In Fig. 2(a4), we need to identify the locations of the two first order peaks to recover x0. A simple
solution is to locate the local maximum point, as shown by the black arrow in Fig. 3(a1). This
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solution leads to the step-wise relationship between the recovered x0 and the defocus distance, as
shown by the black curve of Fig. 3(a2). This behavior is due to the limited precision of the
recovered x0. To achieve sub-pixel precision, we can perform curve fitting to better identify the
locations of the first-order peaks. For the red curve in Fig. 3(a1), we used a 5-point smoothing
spline fitting to estimate the locations of the first-order peaks. The resulting relationship between
x0 and the defocus distance is shown in the red curve of Fig. 3(a2), where we can see a linear
relationship between the two.

Fig. 3 The autofocusing performance of our scheme. (a) Achieving a sub-pixel accuracy of the translational
shift estimation. (b) The focusing error on 5 samples and 1550 different tiles. (c) Summary of the
autofocusing performance. We used a 10-point Brenner gradient method to determine the ground truth
position. The average focusing error is ~0.11 DOF, ~3 folds better than the conventional image-contrastbased method.
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To quantify the performance of the reported scheme, we tested the platform on 5 different
tissue sections and 1550 different tiles. The stage is fixed during the autofocusing operation and
the camera offset is chosen for achieving a ~80 µm autofocusing range. Figures 3(b) and 3(c)
summarize the results. In particular, the time to determine the best focus position (from image
acquisition to the output of the defocus position) is ~0.037 s, much faster than that of conventional
image-contrast-based methods; 45% of the 0.037-s duration is consumed by the two fast Fourier
transform (FFT) operations in Fig. 2. Therefore, the speed can be further improved using parallel
computing techniques or an FPGA. Figure 3(b) shows the focusing error for the 1550 tissue tiles
using a 20X 0.4 NA objective lens, with a depth-of-field (DOF) of ± 3.125 µm. The average
focusing error is ~350 nm, which is ~0.11 DOF. In contrast, the average focusing error of the 3point Brenner gradient method is ~0.34 DOF in a dynamic predictive mode and ~0.2 DOF in a
static mode [6]. Our approach is ~3 folds better than that of the dynamic predictive mode and ~2
folds better than that of the static mode. In addition, both stained and transparent samples have
similar performance in our scheme.
For fluorescence WSI, two strategies can be used for autofocusing. The first one is to
acquire a z-stack of fluorescence images and determine the best focus position using the Brenner
gradient method. The acquisition of multiple fluorescence images, however, may be extremely
time-consuming and introduce photobleaching to the sample. The second strategy is to use the
brightfield channel for autofocusing and then acquire the fluorescence image, as suggest by Ref
[4]. This strategy, however, may be problematic as many fluorescence samples are transparent
under brightfield illumination. It only works for samples with both brightfield and fluorescence
staining. To the best of our knowledge, the reported scheme is the first effective approach for both
brightfield and fluorescence WSI. It uses the unwanted brightfield channel for autofocusing, and
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thus, no fluorescence photon is lost in the acquisition process. It can handle transparent samples
by introducing an offset to the autofocusing camera. Figure 4 shows the whole slide fluorescence
images captured by using the reported platform.

Fig. 4 The fluorescence images of a breast cancer (top) and an unstained mouse kidney section (bottom).
The full images can be found from http://gigapan.com/profiles/SmartImagingLab.

4.4 Summary
We have reported a novel autofocusing scheme for brightfield and fluorescence whole slide
imaging. In our approach, we place a two-pinhole-modulated camera at the epi-illumination arm.
The captured image contains two copies of the sample separated by a certain distance. By
identifying this distance, we can recover the defocus distance of the sample over a long z-range
and without z-scanning. We have also discussed conditions for recovering the distance between
the two copies. In particular, we introduce a positional offset to the autofocusing camera to satisfy
the autofocusing condition in Eq. (2) and to generate out-of-focus image contrast.
There are several important advantages to the suggested scheme: 1) it only needs one image
for autofocusing, and thus, it shortens the time for producing a focus map in WSI platforms. More
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importantly, the single-frame nature of the reported scheme allows autofocusing even when the
stage is in continuous motion (with pulsed illumination). The use of single image for autofocusing
is a clear advantage over the dual-camera technique reported in Ref [3], where rapid z-scanning is
needed for each tile. The speed for autofocusing speed is 0.037 s per tile, which is, to the best of
our knowledge, a record-high speed. 2) The autofocusing performance is ~3 folds better than that
of image-contrast-based methods. 3) The autofocusing range is at least 80 µm in the reported
prototype platform and it is ~8 folds better than that of conventional approaches. 4) The reported
scheme is able to handle transparent or unstained samples, which is a clear advantage over other
existing methods. 5) Our approach requires only a cost-effective microscope add-on kit as shown
in Fig. 1(b2). The dissemination of the proposed scheme for WSI brightfield and fluorescence
imaging under a limited budget will enable new types of experimental designs in biological and
clinical labs, e.g., digital pathology, cytology analysis, genetic studies on multicellular organisms,
drug profiling, DNA sequencing, and more.
One future direction is to investigate the optimal mask placed at the Fourier plane. The
two-pinhole mask may not be optimal for recovering the defocus distance. Effort along this
direction is on-going. Another direction is to implement pulsed illumination, which allows
autofocusing while the stage is in continuous motion. Performing accurate autofocusing at high
speed is the Achilles’ heel of WSI. The reported scheme may provide a transformative solution for
brightfield/ fluorescence WSI, in particular, for handling transparent and low-contrast samples.
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Chapter 5 Dual-LED-based multichannel microscopy for whole-slide
multiplane, multispectral, and phase imaging

The author reports the development of a multichannel microscopy for whole-slide multiplane,
multispectral and phase imaging. We use trinocular heads to split the beam path into 6 independent
channels and employ a camera array for parallel data acquisition, achieving a maximum data
throughput of approximately 1 gigapixel per second. To perform single-frame rapid autofocusing,
we place 2 near-infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) at the back focal plane of the condenser lens
to illuminate the sample from 2 different incident angles. A hot mirror is used to direct the nearinfrared light to an autofocusing camera. For multiplane whole-slide imaging (WSI), we acquire 6
different focal planes of a thick specimen simultaneously. For multispectral WSI, we relay the 6
independent image planes to the same focal position and simultaneously acquire information at 6
spectral bands. For whole-slide phase imaging, we acquire images at 3 focal positions
simultaneously and use the transport-of-intensity equation to recover the phase information. We
also provide an open-source design to further increase the number of channels from 6 to 15. The
reported platform provides a simple solution for multiplexed fluorescence imaging and multimodal
WSI. Acquiring an instant focal stack without z-scanning may also enable fast 3-dimensional
dynamic tracking of various biological samples. This chapter cites the work “Dual-LED-based
multichannel microscopy for whole-slide multiplane, multispectral, and phase imaging” the author
previously published on Journal of Biophotonics.
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5.1 Background
Whole‐slide imaging (WSI) systems convert the conventional biological samples into digital
images that can be analyzed with computers and shared through the internet [1]. It has undergone
a period of rapid growth and expansion catalyzed by changes in imaging hardware and gains in
computational processing. However, there are some technical challenges associated with the
conventional WSI platform. First, conventional WSI acquires 2‐dimensional (2D) images of thin
sections. For thick sections, such as cytology slides, a focal stack of the 3‐dimensional (3D) cells
and cell clusters is needed. Axial scanning via conventional WSI platform leads to a trade‐off
between system speed and the number of focal planes. Second, immunohistochemistry (IHC) has
been used as an adjunctive tool to evaluate protein expression patterns in tissue. This process
assists in diagnosis by finding protein expression patterns that correlate with the type and location
of tumor [2]. One key consideration in IHC is to adopt multiplexed antibody staining to facilitate
better quantitative studies. Multispectral imaging has been adopted for analyzing pathology slides
stained with multiple antibodies [3]. Conventional multispectral system sequentially tunes the
filter to different spectral bands and acquire the corresponding images, leading to a trade‐off
between system speed and the acquired spectral channels. Third, it has been shown that the phase
information (optical path length difference) of tissue sections is able to reveal the molecular scale
organization of the sample. Whole‐slide phase imaging may, therefore, enable label‐free automatic
tissue screening [4]. However, it is difficult to employ a regular microscope for whole‐slide phase
imaging. Fourth, in conventional WSI imaging systems, autofocusing is the most challenging issue
to overcome and has been cited as the culprit for poor image quality in histologic diagnosis [5]. It
is highly desired to develop a cost‐effective plugin module for rapid autofocusing.
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In this chapter, we report the development of a multichannel microscope platform for
whole‐slide multiplane, multispectral and phase imaging. Our implementation is built on an
existing regular microscope with straightforward modification. The contribution of this chapter is
3‐fold. First, we use commercially available trinocular prisms to split the beam path into different
independent channels. Each channel can be used to acquire sample information at 1 focal plane, 1
spectral band or 1 polarization state. We demonstrated a 6‐channel WSI imaging platform using
this strategy with minimum modification to an existing regular microscope. The achievable data
throughput of the 6‐channel platform exceeds 1 gigapixel per second and it allows for continues
data streaming. We also provide an open‐source design to further increase the independent
channels from 6 to 15. Second, we show that we can use 3‐channel multiplane data to recover the
phase information using the transport of intensity equation (TIE). As no axial scanning is needed,
the reported approach may find applications in imaging fast‐moving unstained biological sample
such as cilia. Third, we provide an open‐source optical design (separated from the multichannel
hardware) for single‐frame rapid autofocusing. In this design, we place 2 infrared light‐emitting
diodes (LEDs) at the back focal plane of the condenser lens to illuminate the sample from 2
different incident angles. A 45° hot mirror is placed at the objective‐prism port to direct the infrared
light to an autofocusing camera. The captured image from the autofocusing camera contains 2
copies of the sample separated by a certain distance. By identifying this distance, we can recover
the defocus distance of the sample without z‐scanning. In contrast to our previous single‐frame
autofocusing scheme [6], the proposed module uses 2‐angle illumination instead of 2‐pinhole
modulation. It has all advantages of the previous design while requires little optical alignment and
is ready for plug‐and‐play operation.
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In the following, we first report the 6‐channel platform using the trinocular prisms. We
then report the autofocusing module using 2 near‐infrared LEDs. Finally, we summarize the work
and discuss the future directions.

5.2 Multichannel microscopy
The use of multiple cameras for parallel acquisition in microscopy has been demonstrated in
multiplane microscopy with 2‐4 cameras [7, 8]. Previous multiplane implementations, however,
require the use of bulky optical relay to divide the beam path and have difficulties on expanding
the independent channels beyond 4. It is also possible to use 1 camera and a diffraction grating to
acquire information at multiplanes [9, 10]. However, a special dispersion compensation element
is needed in this case and there is a trade‐off between the field of view of one channel and the total
number of channels.
Recently, a camera array has been employed in a light‐field microscopy to acquire different
perspectives of 3D samples [11, 12]. The acquired images are then used to perform 3D light‐field
refocusing. However, even with the recent development of light‐field deconvolution [13, 14], there
is still a resolution reduction compared to the diffraction limit of the employed objective lens. In
many WSI applications, such as digital pathology, achieving diffraction‐limited resolution is of
most importance to the users, and thus, light‐field microscopy may not be a good solution in this
regard.
Different from the previous implementations, we employ an often‐ignored component in a
regular microscope—the trinocular prism [15] for building our multichannel platform. In a regular
microscope, the trinocular prism splits the light beam into 3 different channels, 1 for the camera
port at the top and 2 others for the eyepieces, as shown in Figure 1a2, a3. In Figure 1a3, we replaced
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the eyepiece tubes with a 3D‐printed plastic attachment kit for housing the camera. Therefore, we
can readily convert a regular microscope into a 3‐channel microscope with minimum modification
and without any additional component. These 3 independent channels can be used to image
different focal planes, different spectral bands and different polarization states. Such a simple
implementation may enable the wide dissemination of the multichannel microscopy for a wide
range of applications in biological and clinical laboratories, including multiplexed fluorescence
imaging, super‐resolution temporal imaging [17, 18], 3D localization‐based super‐resolution
imaging [19], among others.
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Figure 1 (A1) Schematics of multichannel microscopy. (A2, A3) We replace the eyepiece tube with a
custom 3D‐printed camera attachment kit. (A4) We employ 2 trinocular heads with 6 cameras in the
prototype setup (Olympus CX 41). (B) The captured 6 images of the USAF target. (C) Resolution
characterization by placing the resolution target at the corresponding focal planes. A detailed instruction
can be found at our open‐source protocol [16].

To further increase the number of independent channels, we use 2 trinocular heads in our
prototype setup in Figure 1a4 and each head provides 3 channels. The relative optical power for
these 6 ports are 1, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5 and 0.5 (“1” for the camera ports and “0.5” for the eyepiece
ports). To select different focal planes for different cameras, we added spacers to change the
distance between the cameras and the tube lens. For the eyepiece ports, we used flat washers as
spacers for coarse adjustment and tapes for fine adjustment. For 1 camera port, we used a 5‐mm
c‐mount extension ring and tapes as the spacer. We used a resolution target and calculated the
Brenner gradient value to calibrate the location of the focal planes (the precision is less than 0.3‐
μm depth of field). A small z‐translator would make the focal plane positioning more flexible and
convenient. The focal planes for the 6 channels are at z = −7.5, −5, −2.5, 0, −2.5 and 5 μm for a
20×, 0.75 NA objective lens. Figure 1b1‐b6 shows the captured images of a USAF resolution target
from the 6 channels (monochromatic camera: CM3‐U3‐50S5M‐CS, 5 megapixels at 35 fps; Point
Grey, Wilsonville, Oregon, USA). To characterize the imaging performance, we moved the
resolution target to different focal planes and captured the images using the corresponding
channels in Figure 1c. All 6 channels can resolve group 10, element 6 of the resolution target
(0.275 μm linewidth). We do not observe resolution loss by adding the spacer to the camera
attachment kit.
In Figure 2a, we use the 6‐plane platform to acquire images of a Pap smear sample. We
can see that different parts of the samples are in focus at different channels. In Figure 2b, we fuse
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all 6‐plane images together to extend the depth of field and all regions of the sample are in focus
in this case [20]. Similarly, the 6 independent channels can be used for multispectral imaging. In
Figure 2c, we remove the spacers of the attachment kits, so that all cameras have the same focal
plane. We then add 6 bandpass filters in front of the cameras and capture the corresponding images.
The central wavelengths of the bandpass filters are 435, 465, 540, 620, 650 and 700 nm, with
approximately a 80‐nm bandwidth. Figure 2d shows combined color image using the 465‐, 540‐
and 620‐nm channels. The pixel throughput of the 6‐channel prototype platform exceeds 1
gigapixel per second (each channel captures 5‐megapixel images at 35 fps). Figure 3 and Video
S1, Supporting Information, show the multiplane video of a living Daphnia sample (Carolina
Biological Inc., Burlington, NC, USA). The capability of recording multiplane information
without z‐scanning may find important applications in 3D fast dynamics tracking.
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Figure 2. Multiplane and multispectral imaging using the 6‐channel prototype. (A1‐A6) Multiplane images
using the 6 channels. (B) The fused all‐in‐focus image using (A1‐A6). (C) Multispectral images using the
6 channels. (D) The fused color image using the R, G and B channels

Figure 3 Multiplane microscopy for tracking 3D dynamic of a living daphnia sample (Video S1). We used
hardware triggering signals to synchronize the 6 cameras. (A) The multiplane images. (B) The focal stack
of the 6 planes

Another application for the multichannel microscopy is to recover the phase information
of transparent samples. In Figure 4a, we acquired 3 images of an unstained mouse kidney slide
(Molecular Expressions Inc., Tallahassee, Florida, USA) at 3 different focal positions at the same
time. We then used the TIE [21-23] to recover the phase image of the sample, as shown in Figure
4b. The TIE describes the relationship between the intensity and phase distribution while the wave
is propagating along the axial direction. It is first put by Teague in ref. [23], which showed that
the phase can be determined by measuring intensity images at different focal planes. In our
implementation, we used an open‐source fast Fourier transform‐based TIE solver [24]
(http://www.scilaboratory.com/h‐col‐123.html) to recover the phase image. The accuracy of this
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method has been validated using microlens array [25]. As we can record multiplane information
in high speed, the reported approach may be able to recover the phase images of fast‐moving
samples such as cilia in a postacquisition processing manner.

Figure 4 Multiplane microscopy for recovering the phase information of an unstained mouse kidney section.
(A1‐A3) The 3 images captured at z = 2.5, 0 and −2.5 μm positions. (B) The recovered phase image using
TIE. It took approximately 0.7 s to recover a 1520‐by‐1520‐pixel image using an Intel i5 CPU

In many biomedical experiments, one needs to capture fluorescence images at different
emission bands. The reported platform can simultaneously capture multiband fluorescence images
without mechanically switching the filter cube. This may be useful for tracking fast‐moving
biological samples with multiband fluorescence signals. As shown in Figure 5a, we used 3 cameras
for image acquisition and a mouse kidney slide as the sample (stained with Alexa 568, Alexa 488
and DAPI; Molecular Expressions Inc.). In the epi‐illumination arm, we used a standard DAPI
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filter cube to generate excitation light (central wavelength: 360 nm). In the detection path, we
placed 3 different emission filters in front of the 3 cameras and their corresponding images are
shown in Figure 5b1‐b3. Figure 5c shows the combined image of the 3 fluorescence channels
(integration time: ~0.1 s). One concern for this setup is that fluorescence light is weaker due to the
beam splitting. We argue that the exposure time can be on proportionally longer as no filter
switching is needed. If the spectral bands are not equally bright, we can still perform synchronous
imaging between different channels. In this case, the exposure time will be set by the brightest
channel. Postacquisition averaging can be used to increase the Signal‐to‐Noise Ratio (SNR) of the
dim channels if needed (assuming read noise is low).

Figure 5 Multiplexed fluorescence imaging without switching the filter cube. (A) We attached 3 cameras
to a regular epi‐illuminated fluorescence microscope (Olympus BX 43 with a 20X 0.75 NA objective lens).
(B) The captured multiband fluorescence images of the sample. (C) The combined multiband fluorescence
image
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5.3 WSI with a dual LED autofocusing module
One key consideration in WSI is to perform autofocusing in high speed. Recently, we have
demonstrated the use of a 2‐pinhole modulated camera for single‐frame rapid autofocusing [6]. In
that platform, the 2‐pinhole aperture is placed at the Fourier plane of the imaging system. Here,
instead of using the 2‐pinhole modulation scheme, we place two 740‐nm LEDs (1516‐1213‐1‐ND;
Digi‐Key, Thief River Falls, MN, USA) at the back focal plane of the condenser lens for sample
illumination (Figure 6a1). These 2 LEDs illuminate the sample from 2 different incident angles
and can be treated as spatially coherent light sources.
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Figure 6 Multiplane and multispectral WSI using a dual LED autofocusing module. (A1) Two infrared
LEDs are placed at the back focal plane of the condenser lens. (A2) The autofocusing add‐on kit is inserted
into the polarization port of an Olympus CX 41 microscope. (B) The captured raw image from the
autofocusing module and its autocorrelation function. (C) The relationship between the separation x0 and
the defocus distance.

If the sample is placed at an out‐of‐focus position, the captured image will contain 2 copies
of the sample separated by a certain distance. By identifying this separation through the
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autocorrelation function, we can directly recover the defocus distance without z‐scanning. As
shown in Figure 6a1, a2), we have designed an add‐on kit that attaches to the polarization port of
the microscope platform. This kit contains a 45° hot mirror (43‐955; Edmund Optics, Barrington,
NJ, USA) and a CCTV lens (SainSonic 50 mm f/1.4; Amazon, Seattle, WA, USA) to direct the
infrared light to the camera. Figure 6a2 shows the entire multichannel WSI platform with the
autofocusing add‐on kit. Figure 6b1 shows a raw image captured by the camera and Figure 6b2
shows its autocorrelation function by which we can identify the separation distance x0. Figure 6c1‐
c3 shows 3 captured images at different focal planes. Figure 6c4 shows the measured relationship
between separation distance x0 (in pixel) and the defocus distance (in μm).
Based on the autofocusing add‐on kit in Figure 6, we can perform WSI using the
multichannel microscope platform. In Figure 7a, b, we show the captured whole‐slide multiplane
and multispectral images of a Pap smear sample. For the multiplane WSI, we acquired 6 images
at different focal positions at the same time. For the multispectral WSI, we acquired 6 images of
the same focal plane but with 6 different spectral bands at the same time. Similarly, we can also
perform whole‐slide phase imaging as shown in Figure 8. In this case, we used 3 channels to
simultaneously acquire images at z = −2.5, 0 and +2.5 μm. We then recovered the phase images
and stitched them to form a WSI in Figure 8.
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Figure 7 Multiplane (A) and multispectral (B) WSI using a dual LED autofocusing module
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Figure 8 Whole‐slide phase image of an unstained mouse kidney sample. We used 3 channels to
simultaneously acquire images at z = −2.5, 0 and +2.5 μm. The recovered phase images were then stitched
to

form

the

whole‐slide

image.

The

full

whole‐slide

image

can

be

found:

http://Gigapan.Com/Gigapans/195918

Compared to the 2‐pinhole modulation scheme, there are several advantages of the reported
dual LED autofocusing module. First, no pinhole aperture is needed at the Fourier plane and the
captured image contains all the high‐resolution details. We do not need to relay the Fourier plane
out of the objective lens and no aperture alignment is needed. Second, the use of infrared light will
not affect the visible band and all visible photons remain unchanged at the detection path. Third,
the use of polarization port allows a simple plug‐and‐play operation. There is no modification to
the epi‐illumination arm of conventional fluorescence microscope platform. Fourth, the position
of the pupil plane may change when we switch to a different objective lens. As we do not use
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aperture at the pupil plane, it can be used for autofocusing regardless the employed objective lens.
Lastly, we provide all 3D design files of this module 16.

5.4 Summary
In summary, we have reported the development of a multichannel microscope platform for whole‐
slide multiplane, multispectral and phase imaging. The contribution of this chapter is 3‐fold. First,
we demonstrate the use of trinocular prisms to divide the beam path to multiple independent
channels. By using this strategy, we can readily convert a regular microscope into a 3‐channel
microscope with minimum modification and without any additional component. These 3
independent channels can be used to capture images at different focal planes, at different spectral
bands, with different polarization states and with different exposure times. Such a simple
implementation may enable the wide dissemination of the multichannel microscopy for a wide
range of applications in biological and clinical laboratories. Second, we show that 3‐channel
multiplane data can be used to recover the phase information using the TIE. As no axial scanning
is needed, the reported approach may find applications in imaging fast‐moving unstained
biological sample such as cilia. Third, we report a dual LED autofocusing module that can be
directly inserted into the polarization port for single‐frame rapid autofocusing. No pinhole
modulation is needed in the reported module, allowing a simple plug‐and‐play operation without
precise optical alignment.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous report on using the eyepiece ports for
high‐resolution microscopy. There may be 2 reasons for this. First, the aberration‐corrected image
plane is within the eyepiece tube and one needs to remove the eyepiece tube to access it. If the
image sensor is placed outside the eyepiece tube, spherical aberrations will be introduced to the
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captured image. Second, the commercially available 1× or 0.5× eyepiece adapter will introduce
significant field‐dependent aberrations for high NA objective lenses.
The development of the reported platform is timely as well. Driven by cellphone camera
market, the performance of cost‐effective Complementary Metal‐Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
camera has been substantially improved in the past few years. The dark noise of the cost‐effective
image sensor in our platform (Sony IMX264) is 2.29 electrons and the dynamic range is 70.97 dB,
which are comparable to many high‐end Charge‐Coupled Devices (CCD) or scientific CMOS
cameras. The reported platform has 6 independent channels. We can further increase the 6 channels
into 15 channels by adding 3 more trinocular heads using both the polarization port and the epi‐
illumination arm 16. If the side port is available, it can also be used to increase the number of
output channels.
One of our on‐going efforts is to explore the use the reported platform for super‐resolution
temporal imaging. By triggering the cameras at slightly different times, we can achieve an imaging
frame rate (throughput) that is 1 order of magnitude higher than that of current camera bandwidth.
This will be a simple and effective approach to study the fast dynamics of biological samples.
Finally, we have made all 3D‐printing design files and protocol open source. Interested readers
can download them through 16.
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Chapter 6 Rapid focus map surveying for whole slide imaging with continues
sample motion

Whole slide imaging (WSI) has recently been cleared for primary diagnosis in the U.S. A critical
challenge of WSI is to perform accurate focusing in high speed. Traditional systems create a focus
map prior to scanning. For each focus point on the map, a sample needs to be static in the x-y plane,
and axial scanning is needed to maximize the contrast. Here the author reports a novel focus map
surveying method for WSI. In this method, we illuminate the sample with two LEDs and recover
the focus points based on 1D autocorrelation analysis. The reported method requires no axial
scanning, no additional camera and lens, works for stained and transparent samples, and allows
continuous sample motion in the surveying process. By using a 20× objective lens, we demonstrate
a mean focusing error of ∼0.08 μm in the static mode and ∼0.17 μm in the continuous motion
mode. The reported method may provide a turnkey solution for most existing WSI systems due to
its simplicity, robustness, accuracy, and high speed. It may also standardize the imaging
performance of WSI systems for digital pathology and find other applications in high-content
microscopy, such as time-lapse live-cell imaging. This chapter cites the work “Rapid focus map
surveying for whole slide imaging with continues sample motion” the author previously published
on Optics Letters.

6.1 Background
With the improvements in digital imaging over the past decade, there has been an upsurge in
worldwide attention on digital pathology using whole slide imaging (WSI) systems, which promise
better and faster predication, diagnosis, and prognosis of cancers and other diseases [1]. In
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particular, the regulatory field for digital pathology using WSI systems has advanced significantly
in the past years [2]. A major milestone was accomplished early this year when the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration approved Philips’ WSI system for primary diagnostic use in the U.S. The
new generation of pathologists trained on WSI systems and the emergence of artificial intelligence
in medical diagnosis promises further growth of this field in the coming decades.
Current WSI systems use a high-resolution objective lens and mechanical scanning to
image different tiles of the sample. The acquired images are then aligned and stitched together to
produce a complete and seamless image of the entire slide. The resulting whole slide image can
thus provide a quick overview of the entire section, detailed views of areas of interest, and the
opportunity to implement machine learning for automatic image analysis. The typical 0.75
numerical aperture (NA) objective lens used by WSI systems provides the resolution required to
resolve structural details. However, their small depth of field poses a challenge to acquiring infocus images of sections with uneven topography. Since different WSI systems use similar
objective lenses, the autofocusing process is a main influencer of image quality for WSI [3].
Conventional reflection-based autofocusing methods cannot handle tissue slides with topography
variation above the reference glass interface [4]. Several studies have implicated poor focus as the
main culprit for poor image quality in WSI [5,6]. To address this challenge, current WSI systems
create a focus map prior to scanning. For each focus point on the map, a traditional
WSI system will scan the sample to different focal planes along the z axis and acquire a z stack
(as many as 20 images are needed). The z stack will then be analyzed for a figure of merit, such as
image contrast, to identify the ideal focal point for one tile position. This process will be repeated
for other tiles of the whole slide image. Since a typical whole slide image contains more than 400
tiles, surveying the focus points for every tile would require a prohibitive amount of time for
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scanning. Most existing systems select a subset of tiles for surveying or skip every 3–5 tiles to
save time. The focus points of the selected tiles are then triangulated to recreate the focus map of
the entire tissue section. This well-established focus map surveying method suffers from three
challenges. First, the assumption with skipping tiles is that adjacent tiles share the same focal
position. However, it has been shown that the focal positions of two adjacent tiles can vary by
more than 1 μm [4]. Skipping tiles will lead to a poor focusing accuracy and poor image quality.
Second, this focus point surveying method relies on maximizing the image contrast of the z stacks.
Many pathology samples, however, are weakly stained and the image contrast is low. Some
immunohistochemistry slides are even transparent under brightfield illumination. It is challenging
to handle these cases using the current focus map surveying method. Third, the focus point
surveying process requires the sample to be static during the acquisition process. Motion
accelerating and deaccelerating would substantially decrease the scanning speed. Some recent
innovations in WSI systems can tackle the challenges listed above. For example, the dual-sensor
method is able to perform dynamic focusing while the sample is in continuous motion [3,4]. In
this approach, the light from the sample is split to two cameras. One is for capturing the highresolution image of the sample, and the other is rapidly scanned through three different planes to
locate the best focal plane position. This approach requires fast axial scanning and cannot handle
transparent samples. Our group has also demonstrated the use of one or two additional cameras
and additional lenses to perform dynamic autofocusing [7,8]. The use of the additional camera
system and its alignment to the microscope may not be compatible with most existing WSI
platforms. Another interesting approach from a recent WSI system (Thorlabs EnVista) is to use
optical coherent tomography (OCT) to get an A-scan of the sample’s axial profile [9]. The focal
position can then be identified from the A-scan. This approach can handle transparent samples.
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However, complicated Fourier-domain OCT hardware is needed. We summarize the key
considerations in Table 1.
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In this Chapter, the author reports a novel focus map surveying method for WSI. In this
method, we illuminate the sample with two incident angles and recover the focus points for every
tile without axial sample scanning. To survey the focus points under continuous sample motion,
we explore the unique 1D autocorrelation strategy of the reported method. By choosing the
scanning direction to be perpendicular to the autocorrelation direction, we can minimize the effect
of motion blur. We have tested the reported approach on 600 tiles on 10 pathology samples,
including transparent and low-contrast samples. We demonstrate a mean focusing error of ∼0.08
μm in the static mode and ∼0.17 μm in the continuous motion mode. The reported method requires
no axial scanning, no additional camera and lens, works for stained and transparent samples, and
allows continuous sample motion in the surveying process. It may provide a turnkey solution for
most existing WSI systems due to its simplicity, robustness, accuracy, and high speed. It may also
find other applications in high-content microscopy, such as DNA sequencing and time-lapse livecell imaging.

6.2 Dual LED based focus map surveying Method
Figure 1(a) shows the reported focus map surveying scheme. The core components are the same
as a regular microscope. We used a ASI MS-2000 motorized stage (22 nm encoder resolution) to
move the sample in the x-y plane and a ASI LS-50 stage (10 nm encoder resolution) to move the
objective along the z direction. We only need one camera for both surveying the focus map and
acquiring high-resolution images. At the illumination path, two light-emitting-diode (LED)
elements (Luxeon LXML-PM01-0080, 530 nm, 30 nm spectral half-width, 150 mW/sr) are placed
at the back focal plane of the condenser lens, and they illuminate the sample with two oblique
incident angles. We chose green wavelength to maximize the contrast of conventional
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haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained slides. We arranged the illumination NA to be ∼0.45. A
larger illumination angle leads to a larger separation of the two copies.
However, the content of the two copies will be different with large illumination angles.
The 0.45 illumination NA is a good compromise in our setting. The LED elements can be treated
as partially coherent light sources and generate coherent contrast for samples in the out-of-focus
region.

Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the proposed WSI platform (Visualization 1). (b) Experimental prototype setup. (c)
Workflow.

The workflow of our method is shown in Fig. 1(c). In step 1, we move the sample to a
predefined offset position zoffset. This step serves two purposes. First, it generates out-of-focus
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contrast using the partially coherent LED illumination. Second, it facilitates the autocorrelation
analysis of the focus point (if zoffset is too small, the autocorrelation peaks cannot be accurately
located). In our experiment, we chose an offset position of 60 μm. In step 2, we turn off the white
surface-mounted LED and turn on the two green LED elements. If the sample is placed at a defocus
position, the captured image from the main camera will contain two copies of the sample, separated
by a certain distance. These two copies are generated by the simultaneous illumination of the two
LEDs. By identifying this distance, we can recover the focus plane of the sample [7,8]. In step 3,
we scan the sample in the direction that is perpendicular to the plane defined by the two-LED
illumination. In this case, the scanning direction is perpendicular to the two-copy direction of the
captured image. The motion blur effect has a minimum impact on the recovered focal position
(also refer to Fig. 3). In step 4, we acquire images while the sample is in continuous motion. These
images will be analyzed to generate the focus map of the sample (Visualization 1). In step 5, we
move the sample to the correct position based on the focus map and acquire the high-resolution
whole slide image.
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Fig. 2. (a) Blood-smear images captured with two LED illumination. (b) Autocorrelation plots
corresponding to (a). (c) Relationship between the defocus distance and the pixel shift of the two copies.

Figure 2(a) shows the two-LED illuminated images at different focal planes. The
corresponding autocorrelation plots are shown in Fig. 2(b). As the sample moves to the defocus
positions, the captured images contain two copies of the sample, separated by a certain distance.
This two-copy separation can be directly recovered from the first-order peaks of the
autocorrelation plot in Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 2(c), we show the calibrated relationship between the
defocus distance of the sample and the separation distance between the two copies. Figure 2(a)
also demonstrates the long z range of the reported approach. The depth of field of the employed
objective lens is approximately 1.3 μm with the conventional Kohler illumination. Thanks to the
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two partially coherent point LED sources, we can see that the out-of-focus contrast can be
maintained over a long z range. This gives us the advantage of a long focusing range compared to
the existing method (Table 1). A key innovation of the reported method is to set the stage to a 60μm offset defocus distance at the beginning. By setting this defocus distance, the sample position
from −30 μm to 30 μm can be detected [i.e., the range from 30 μm to 90 μm in Fig. 2(c)]. A larger
offset distance results in a longer z range for focal plane detection. On the other hand, a larger
offset would reduce the focal plane detection accuracy. This is because the two LED sources are
not ideal point sources. This point can be appreciated from Figs. 2(b2) and 2(b3). As we move the
sample away from the focal position, the autocorrelation peaks reduce and the background
increases.

6.3 Dynamic mode for focus map surveying
Another key innovation of the reported method is to enable focal plane detection with continuous
sample motion. This unique feature is based on the 1D autocorrelation curves in Fig. 2(b), where
the captured images are in 2D, and we only need to calculate the autocorrelation along the x
direction. This allows us to introduce motion blur in the y direction for the captured images. Figure
3(a) shows the captured images with the sample in continuous motion along the y direction with
different speeds. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding static images. In Fig. 3(c), we compare the
autocorrelation curves between the continuous motion case and the static case. We can see that the
reported method is robust against motion blur if the blur is along a direction perpendicular to the
direction of the two copies. The typical camera exposure time for the two LED point sources is 1
ms without setting readout gain. The 100 pixel motion blur allows us to move the sample at the
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speed of 20 mm/s without any gain setting. A higher speed can be easily achieved by reducing the
exposure time with a readout gain.

Fig. 3. (a) Skin-tissue images captured with continuous motion in the y direction. (b) Corresponding static
images. (c) Comparison of the autocorrelation curves between the blurred and static images.

We have performed two experiments to quantify the focusing accuracy of the reported
method. In the first experiment, we quantify the performance of the static mode, where the sample
is not in continuous x-y motion while capturing images. The ground truth for the in-focus position
is calculated based on an 11 point Brenner gradient method in an axial range of 5 μm (0.5 μm per
step) [10]. The mean focusing error of the static mode is ∼0.08 μm for 10 different pathology
slides including a low contrast immuno-histochemistry (IHC) slide and an unstained mouse kidney
section. The results are summarized in Table 2. In the second experiment, we quantify the
performance of the continuous-motion mode. The mean focusing error has been increased to ∼0.17
μm, which is still much smaller than the depth of field. These two experiments have validated the
accuracy of the reported method.
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As shown in Fig. 4(a), we create a focus map based on the reported method with continuous
sample motion (110 pixels motion blur). The corresponding high-resolution whole slide image is
shown in Fig. 4(b), where all parts of the sample are in focus.
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Fig. 4. (a) Generated focus map with continuous sample motion. (b) Captured whole slide image of the
blood smear using the focus map (also refer to http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/200320).

6.4 Summary
In summary, we have discussed a novel focus map surveying method for WSI with continuous
sample motion. The innovation of the reported method is in twofold. First, we set a defocuse offset
distance to the stage before performing the focus map surveying. By doing so, we can generate
out-of-focus contrast for transparent samples. This step also eliminates the use of additional
cameras for focus point tracking. Second, we explore the unique 1D autocorrelation strategy of the
reported method. By choosing the scanning direction to be perpendicular to the autocorrelation
direction, we can minimize the effect of motion blur. We envision several immediate applications
of the reported method. First, we can use it for fluorescence WSI by simply employing two white
LED elements. In this case, the light from the two LEDs can pass through the emission filter for
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focus map surveying. Second, we can use it to correct the focus drift in time-lapse live-cell
experiments. The existing solutions (such as Nikon Perfect Focus and ASI CRISP systems) require
the user to choose an offset distance to a reference surface (for dry objectives, the reference surface
is the air–dish interface). If the user wants to image many locations, the offset distance may vary
because the thickness of the dish is not uniform. The reported method, on the other hand, is able
to automatically pick the focal plane of the sample based on the coherent contrast. Third, we can
implement it in a reflective mode. In this case, it may find wide applications in wafer and product
inspection. Lastly, it can be implemented using a linear sensor instead of a 2D imager, and the
autocorrelation can be implemented with an embedded system [11]. We provide the demo code
and a dataset of an unstained mouse kidney slides in Dataset 1, Ref. [12].
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Chapter 7 Deep learning method for WSI autofocusing

A whole slide imaging (WSI) system has recently been approved for primary diagnostic use in the
US. The image quality and system throughput of WSI is largely determined by the autofocusing
process. Traditional approaches acquire multiple images along the optical axis and maximize a
figure of merit for autofocusing. Here the author explores the use of deep convolution neural
networks (CNNs) to predict the focal position of the acquired image without axial scanning. We
investigate the autofocusing performance with three illumination settings: incoherent Kohler
illumination, partially coherent illumination with two plane waves, and one-plane-wave
illumination. We acquire ~130,000 images with different defocus distances as the training data set.
Different defocus distances lead to different spatial features of the captured images. However,
solely relying on the spatial information leads to a relatively bad performance of the autofocusing
process. It is better to extract defocus features from transform domains of the acquired image. For
incoherent illumination, the Fourier cutoff frequency is directly related to the defocus distance.
Similarly, autocorrelation peaks are directly related to the defocus distance for two-plane-wave
illumination. In our implementation, we use the spatial image, the Fourier spectrum, the
autocorrelation of the spatial image, and combinations thereof as the inputs for the CNNs. We
show that the information from the transform domains can improve the performance and
robustness of the autofocusing process. The resulting focusing error is ~0.5 µm, which is within
the 0.8-µm depth-of-field range. The reported approach requires little hardware modification for
conventional WSI systems and the images can be captured on the fly without focus map surveying.
It may find applications in WSI and time-lapse microscopy. The transform- and multi-domain
approaches may also provide new insights for developing microscopy-related deep-learning
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networks. We have made our training and testing data set (~12 GB) open-source for the broad
research community. This chapter cites the work “Transform- and multi-domain deep learning for
single-frame rapid autofocusing in whole slide imaging” the author previously published on
Biomedical Optics Express.

7.1 Background
High-density solid-state detector technology, coupled with affordable, terabyte-scale data storage,
has greatly facilitated the development of whole slide imaging (WSI) instruments. In the biological
realm, high-throughput digital imaging has undergone a period of exponential growth catalyzed
by changes in imaging hardware and the need for big-data-driven analysis. In the medical realm,
there has been an upsurge in worldwide attention on digital pathology [1], which converts tissue
sections into digital slides that can be viewed, managed, and analyzed on computer screens. A
major milestone was accomplished in 2017 when the US Food and Drug Administration approved
Philips’ WSI system for the primary diagnostic use in the US [2]. Converting microscope slide
into digital images also enable teleconsultations and adoption of artificial intelligence technologies
for disease diagnosis. The new generation of pathologists trained on WSI systems and the
emergence of artificial intelligence in medical diagnosis promises further growth of this field in
the coming decades.
A typical WSI system uses a 0.75 numerical aperture (NA), 20X objective lens to acquire
high-resolution images of the sample. The acquired images (tiles) are then aligned and stitched
together to produce a complete and seamless image of the entire slide. The depth of field of such
a high NA objective lens is less than 1 µm, and thus, it is challenging to acquire in-focus images
of different tiles of a sample with uneven topography. Autofocusing issue has been often cited as
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the culprit for poor image quality in digital pathology [5, 6]. This is not because autofocusing is
difficult to do, but rather because of the need to perform accurate autofocusing at high speed and
on the fly with the acquisition process.
Conventional reflection based autofocusing methods cannot handle tissue slides with
topography variation above the reference glass interface [4]. In current WSI systems, autofocusing
solutions include focus map surveying, dual camera setups, optical coherent tomography (OCT)
for depth sensing, among others. The focus map surveying approach creates a focus map prior to
scanning. For each point in the map, it typically moves the sample to different focal positions and
acquires a z-stack. The best focal position is recovered by maximizing the image contrast of the
acquired z-stack. This process is then repeated for other tiles and it is common to skip every 3-5
tiles to save time. Recently, we have demonstrated an implementation with two LEDs for focus
map surveying without axial scanning [3]. The dual camera approach employs a secondary camera
to acquire images for the autofocusing purpose [4–6]. It requires no focus map surveying and the
images can be captured on the fly without axial scanning. However, the use of an additional camera
and its alignment to the microscope may not be compatible with most existing WSI platforms. The
OCT approach performs depth scan of the sample in high speed. However, it requires expensive
and complicated Fourier-domain OCT hardware.
Here we explore the use of deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) to predict the focal
position of the acquired image without axial scanning. We compare the autofocusing performance
with three illumination settings: 1) incoherent Kohler illumination, 2) partially coherent
illumination with two plane waves, and 3) partially coherent illumination with one plane wave.
We acquire ~130,000 images with different defocus distances as the training data set. Different
defocus distances lead to different spatial features in the captured images. However, solely relying
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on the spatial information leads to a relatively bad performance of the autofocusing process. It is
better to extract defocus features from transform domains of the acquired image. For incoherent
illumination, Fourier cutoff frequency is directly related to the defocus distance. Similarly,
autocorrelation peaks are directly related to the defocus distance for two-plane-wave illumination.
In our implementation, we use the spatial image, the Fourier spectrum, the autocorrelation of the
spatial image, and combinations thereof as the inputs for the CNNs. We show that the information
from the transform domains can improve the performance and robustness of the autofocusing
process. The resulting focusing error is ~0.5 µm, which is within the 0.8-µm depth-of-field range.
The reported approach requires little hardware modification for conventional WSI systems and the
images can be captured on the fly without focus map surveying. It may find applications in WSI
and time-lapse microscopy. The transform- and multi-domain approaches may also provide new
insights for developing microscopy-related deep-learning networks. We have made our training
and testing data set (~12 GB) open-source for the broad research community.
The contribution of this chapter is in threefold. First, we demonstrate the use of deep CNNs
for single-frame rapid autofocusing in WSI. Different from the previous implementations, our
approach requires neither a secondary camera nor focus map surveying. Second, we employ the
transform- and multi-domain approaches to improve the accuracy and robustness of the proposed
approach. The use of transform-domain information leads to a better autofocusing performance.
To the best of our knowledge, this strategy is new for microscopy applications and may provide
new insights for developing microscopy-related deep-learning networks. Third, we have made our
~12 GB training and testing data set open-source for the broad research community. The interested
reader can explore better strategies for rapid autofocusing.
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This chapter is structured as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the deep neural network
model we employ in this work. We also discuss the three different illumination conditions under
investigation. In Section 3, we compare the performances with spatial-only inputs, transformdomain-only inputs, and multi-domain inputs. We also test the trained CNNs for acquiring whole
slide images of different types of samples. Finally, we summarize the results and discuss future
directions in Section 4.

7.2. CNN network structure for WSI autofocusing
The employed deep residual network architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It has been shown that deep
residual networks achieve state-of-the-art performance in many image classification and
processing applications [7–10]. In Fig. 1, the input to the network is a sample image captured at a
defocus position. This input image first passes through a convolution layer labeled as ‘Conv1’ in
Fig. 1, which contains 64 filters and each filter is of 7 by 7 pixels with a stride of 2 and padding of
3 (‘64_7_2_3′ in ‘Conv 1’). After transmitting through a maximum pooling layer with a stride of
2, it successively passes through 4 residual blocks [8] labeled as ‘Conv2’, ‘Conv3′, ‘Conv4’, and
‘Conv5′ in Fig. 1. The label ‘× 3’ on top of ‘Conv 2’ block means repeating the block for three
times. The signal then passes through a 7 by 7 average pooling layer with a stride of 7 and a fully
connected layer. The output of the network is a regression layer and it predicts the defocus distance
of the sample.
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Fig. 1 The architecture of the deep residual network employed in this work. The input for the network is
the captured image with an unknown defocus distance. The output of the network is the predicted defocus
distance.

7.3 Steps for training the network
The training data was acquired using a Nikon Eclipse motorized microscope with a 0.75 NA, 20X
objective lens. The samples for training are 35 research-grade human pathology slides with
Hematoxylin and eosin stains (Omano OMSK-HP50). The images were acquired using a 5megapixel color camera with 3.45 µm pixel size (Pointgrey BFS-U3-51S5C-C). We have tested
three different illumination conditions for the autofocusing process: 1) regular incoherent Kolner
illumination condition with the illumination NA matching to the detection NA, 2) partially
coherent illumination with two plane waves (dual-LED), and 3) partially coherent illumination
with one plane wave (one-LED). Kolner illumination is employed in most existing WSI systems.
Dual-LED illumination has been recently demonstrated for single-frame focus map surveying with
an offset distance [3]. For dual-LED illumination, the captured image contains two copies of the
sample and the separation of the two copies is directly related to the defocus distance. Single-LED
illumination is similar to that of regular holographic imaging settings. Autofocusing for
holographic imaging is also an active research topic [11, 12]. In our implementation, we placed
two spatially-confined LEDs at the back focal plane of the condenser lens for partially coherent
illuminations. As such, we can switch between 3 different illumination conditions without
modifying the setup.
In the acquisition process, we acquire a z-stack by moving the sample to 41 different
defocus positions in the range from −10 µm to + 10 µm with a 0.5-µm step size. In most cases, the
range from −10 µm to + 10 µm is sufficient to cover the possible focus drift of adjacent tiles. This
range is also similar to the image-contrast-based methods. We recover the in-focus ground truth
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by maximizing the Brenner gradient of the z-stack images [13, 14]. For each z-position, we acquire
three images with the three illumination conditions discussed above (i.e., three z-stacks for each
location of the sample). Figure 2 shows an example of the three z-stacks we captured for the
training data set. For the incoherent illumination condition in Fig. 2(a), we can see that the image
contrast is higher for the positive defocus direction and this may be due to the asymmetry property
of the axial point spread function. For the other two illumination conditions in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c),
we take the green channels of the color images to get monochromatic intensity images (the
employed LEDs are in green color).

Fig. 2 The three z-stacks for three illumination conditions.

In the training process, we divide the acquired 5-megapixel images into 224 by 224 smaller
segments and minimize the difference between the network prediction and the ground-truth
defocus position of the training data set. The spatial features of the acquired images are related to
the defocus positions of the sample, and this can be seen in Fig. 2. However, solely relying on the
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spatial features may not be optimal for the autofocusing process. We propose to use or add Fourier
spectrum and autocorrelation information as inputs for the networks. The intuition behind this
approach can be explained as follows. For incoherent illumination, the cutoff frequency of the
Fourier spectrum is directly related to the defocus distance. For coherent illumination with two
LEDs, the Fourier power spectrum contains a fringe pattern whose period is related to the defocus
distance, and the image autocorrelation contains two first-order peaks whose locations are related
to the defocus distance.
Figure 3 shows different inputs for the 7 networks. It can be divided into three groups:
spatial-domain only inputs (Fig. 3(a)-3(c)), transform-domain-only inputs (Fig. 3(d)-3(e)), and
multi-domain inputs (Fig. 3(f)-3(g)). In Fig. 3(a), the input is red, green, and blue spatial channels
for the captured incoherent color image. Figure 3(b) shows the single green spatial input for the
dual-LED case and Fig. 3(c) shows the single green spatial input for the single-LED case. Figure
3(d) shows the Fourier-domain-only input for the incoherent illumination condition with a Fourier
magnitude channel (Fig. 3(d1)) and a Fourier angle channel (Fig. 3(d2)). Figure 3(e) shows the
autocorrelation-only input for the dual-LED illumination condition. Figure 3(f) shows the input
for the two-domain incoherent illumination case and the channels in Fig. 3(f1)-3(f3) are spatial
intensity, Fourier magnitude, and Fourier angle respectively. Figure 3(g) shows the input for the
dual-LED illumination case and the channels in Fig. 3(g1)-3(g3) are spatial intensity, Fourier
magnitude, and autocorrelation respectively.
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Fig. 3 Comparison between spatial-domain-only input ((a)-(c)), transform-domain-only input ((d)-(e)), and
multi-domain input ((f)-(g)) for the networks. (a) The red, green, and blue spatial inputs for the incoherent
illumination condition. (b) The single green channel input for the dual-LED illumination condition. (c) The
single green channel input for the single-LED illumination condition. (d) The Fourier-domain-only input
for the incoherent illumination condition with a Fourier magnitude channel (d1), and Fourier angle channel
(d2). (e) The autocorrelation-only input for the dual-LED illumination condition. (f) The two-domain input
for the incoherent illumination condition with a spatial intensity channel (f1), a Fourier magnitude channel
(f2), and a Fourier angle channel (f3). (g) The three-domain input for the dual-LED illumination condition
with a spatial intensity channel (g1), a Fourier magnitude channel (g2), and an autocorrelation channel (g3).
All data can be downloaded from Dataset 1 [17].

In Fig. 3, we did not include the cases of the transform- and multi-domain inputs for the
single-LED illumination. The reason is that, the Fourier spectrum and autocorrelation has little
correlation with the defocus distance for the single-LED illumination case (the cutoff frequency
remains the same for different defocus distances and there is no specific feature in the
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autocorrelation plot for the defocus distance). As we will discuss later, the deep residual networks
with inputs shown in Fig. 3(e)-3(g) give us the best autofocusing performance.

7.4 Autofocusing performance
With the 7 different inputs shown in Fig. 3, we have trained 7 networks for predicting the defocus
distance. The entire training data set contains ~130,000 images (Dataset 1) [17]. The training
process is run on a desktop computer with dual Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti graphic cards, an Intel i77700k CPU, and 64 GB memory. The networks’ weights are learned by using stochastic gradient
descent with momentum (SGDM) to minimize the network prediction of the training data set and
the ground-truth defocus distance. We empirically set an initial learning rate of 10−4 and reduce
it 10 times for every 10 epochs. The mini-batch size is set to be 40 images. The training process is
terminated when the error for the validation data set starts to increase. The training time ranges
from 10 - 30 hours for each of the 7 networks.
To evaluate the performance, we choose two types of samples for testing. The first type of
samples is the stained tissue slides from the same vendor (Omano OMSK-HP50) as those used in
the training data set (these slides have not been used in the training process). The second type of
samples is de-identified H&E skin-tissue slides prepared by an independent clinical lab (the
Dermatology Department of the UConn Health Center). In Figs. 4-6, we term the first type of
samples as “different samples, same protocol” and the second type of samples as “different
samples, different protocol”.
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Fig. 4 The autofocusing performance for three networks with spatial-domain only inputs. (a) Test on
different slides from the same set of samples (slides here have not been used in the training process). (b)
Test on different slides prepared by a different clinical lab.
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Fig. 5 The autofocusing performance for two networks with transform-domain-only inputs. (a) Test on
different slides from the same set of samples (slides here have not been used in the training process). (b)
Test on different slides prepared by a different clinical lab.
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Fig. 6 The autofocusing performance for two networks with multi-domain inputs. (a) Test on different slides
from the same set of samples (slides here have not been used in the training process). (b) Test on different
slides prepared by a different clinical lab.

In the testing process, we divide one acquired image into 224 by 224 smaller segments.
These segments pass through the trained networks. We then discard 10 outliners from the segment
predictions and the remaining predictions (from the small segments) are averaged to give the final
defocus distance of the one input image. The reason for discarding outliners is some segments
contain mostly empty regions and the predictions from these segments are not reliable. The choice
of 10 outliners is based on the assumption that at most 10 segments are empty for each captured
image. This assumption is true in most cases we have seen so far.
The strategy of getting rid of outliners is similar to perform teaching evaluation of a course.
All students (224 by 224 segments) in the class will give evaluations for the teacher. However,
some students (segments with empty regions) are not responsible and always give ‘0’. Therefore,
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the final evaluation score is typically based on the median of all evaluation scores (getting rid of
outliners) instead of the average. In the left panels of Figs. 4-6, each data point represents the
focusing error (y-axis) at a certain ground-truth defocus distance (x-axis).
In Fig. 4, we show the autofocusing performance for three networks with spatial-domain
only inputs, corresponding to the cases in Fig. 3(a)-(c)). The focusing errors are summarized in the
table on the right. There are several observations from Fig. 4. First, the dual-LED illumination case
achieves the best performance for both the type 1 and type 2 samples. The intuition behind this is
the separation between the two copies provides direct information for the defocus distance. Second,
the performance of type 2 sample is worse than type 1 sample. The reason may be the spatial
features of the type 2 samples are new to the networks. It may also justify the need of adding
spatially independent features for the networks, such as the Fourier cutoff frequency and
autocorrelation peaks. Third, the overall performance of the incoherent network with three color
channels is the worst among the three.
In Fig. 5, we show the autofocusing performance for the two networks with transformdomain-only inputs, corresponding to the cases in Fig. 3(d) and 3(e)). We can see that the dualLED autocorrelation network has a very good overall performance on the two types of the samples.
The focusing error is at least 3 times less than that of the spatial-domain only networks in Fig. 4.
In particular, the average focusing errors are within the depth of field of the objective lens.
In Fig. 6, we show the autofocusing performance for the two networks with multi-domain
inputs, corresponding to the cases in Fig. 3(f) and 3(g)). We can see that the dual-LED threedomain network has a similar performance compared to that of the dual-LED autocorrelation
network. The incoherent 2-domain network has the best performance for the incoherent
illumination condition.
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Based on Figs. 4-6, we can draw the three conclusions: 1) For incoherent illumination
condition, the two-domain network has the best performance. 2) For dual-LED illumination
condition, the autocorrelation network and the 3-domain network have similar performance. The
autocorrelation network performs better on type 2 samples. 3) The networks for dual-LED
illumination, in general, perform better than the networks for the incoherent illumination. We also
note that, if the defocus value is larger than 10 µm, the networks will predict a relatively large
value in the range from −10 µm to 10 µm. The time for getting the predicted focus position from
the networks is ~0.04 seconds. For transform-domain and multi-domain networks, another 0.040.06 seconds are needed to perform the transform(s). We did not optimize the time in our
implementation code.
We have tested the cases of changing illumination NA and changing the objective lens.
When we reduce the illumination NA by half, the focusing error using the trained networks
increase by 2-3 folds. When we use a new 10X, 0.3 NA objective lens, the network gives a
relatively constant prediction. These suggest that if we change the optical configuration, we may
need to retrain the network via transferring learning.
In Fig. 7, we compare the performance between the spatial-domain only incoherent
network and the spatial-Fourier domain incoherent network. Since the spatial features are new to
the network (Fig. 7(a)), the spatial-domain network fails to predict the defocus distance in the
orange curve in Fig. 7(c). The spatial-Fourier domain network, on the other hand, uses additional
Fourier spectrum feature in Fig. 7(b), in which the cutoff frequency is directly related to the
defocus distance. The performance of the 2-domain network is shown in the pink curve in Fig. 7(c)
and it is more robust for new spatial features it has not seen before.
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Fig. 7 Comparison between the spatial-domain only incoherent network and two-domain incoherent
network. (a) Spatial features at different defocus distances. (b) Fourier-spectrum features at different
defocus distance. (c) The predictions of the two networks.

Likewise, we show an example in Fig. 8 to compare the performance between the spatialdomain only dual-LED network (orange curve in Fig. 8(c)) and the three-domain dual-LED
network (pink curve in Fig. 8(c)). For dual-LED illumination, the autocorrelation channel contains
two first-order peaks and the distance between these two peaks is directly related to the defocus
distance, as shown in Fig. 8(a3) and 8(b3). However, if the defocus distance is too small, the first
order peaks cannot be separated from the central peak. The employed three-domain network is
able to combine the information from different domains and make the best prediction of the
defocus distance, as shown in the pink curve in Fig. 8(c).
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Fig. 8 Comparison between the spatial-domain only dual-LED network and the three-domain dual-LED
network. Spatial, Fourier and autocorrelation features at (a) z = 6.6 µm and (b) z = 9.6 µm. (c) The
predictions of the two networks.

In Fig. 9, we tested the use of the two-domain incoherent network to perform whole slide
imaging. Figure 9(a) shows the whole-slide image of a type 1 sample and the focus error map is
shown in Fig. 9(c1). Figure 9(b) shows the whole-slide image of a type 2 sample and the focus
error map is shown in Fig. 9(c2). For both cases, 99% of the focus errors are less than the depth of
field of the employed objective lens. The proposed networks may provide a new solution for WSI
with neither focus map surveying nor a secondary camera.
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Fig. 9 Test of the two-domain incoherent network for whole slide imaging. (a) The captured whole-slide
images of a type 1 sample (a) and type 2 sample (b). (c1) The focus error map for (a). (c2) The focus error
map for (b).

7.5 Summary
In summary, we report the use of deep residual networks to predict the focus position of the
acquired image. Different from conventional CNN implementation which relies on the spatial
features of the input images, we explore the use of Fourier spectrum and image autocorrelation as
the input channels for the networks. We discuss and compare the performance with three different
illumination conditions. For incoherent illumination condition, the two-domain network has the
best performance. For dual-LED illumination condition, the autocorrelation network and the 388

domain network have similar performance. For the best networks, the average focusing error is
about two times smaller than the depth of field of the employed objective lens. Different from the
previous autofocusing approaches, the reported approach requires little hardware modification for
existing WSI systems and the images can be captured on the fly with neither a secondary camera
nor focus map surveying. The strategy of using transform- and multi-domain information for
microscopy imaging, to the best of our knowledge, is new and may provide new insights for
developing microscopy-related deep-learning networks.
Some of the findings in our work are counterintuitive. For example, one may think that
even we know the sample is defocused by 1 µm, it is difficult to tell it is in the positive or negative
direction. This difficulty leads to the use of a sample offset distance in the previous implementation
[3], and as such, a focus map surveying process is needed. In this work, we show that the deep
learning network is able to recognize the subtle spatial-feature difference under different defocus
directions in Fig. 2(a) (due to the asymmetric axial point spread function of the objective lens).
The reported approach may also find applications in focus drift correction in time-lapse
experiments. The existing solution is based on laser reflection method which requires the user to
choose an offset distance to a reference surface (for dry objectives, the reference surface is the airdish interface). The offset distance may vary for different locations because the thickness of the
dish is not uniform. With proper training, the reported dual-LED networks may be able to
automatically pick the best focus position based on the transform- or multi-domain information
input. This may be useful for long-term time-lapse cell culture imaging since one can generate
coherent contrast of transparent samples using oblique illumination from the two LEDs. The
wavelength of the LED can be chosen based on the passband of the emission filter.
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We also note that, for some specific applications, the samples have very similar spatial
features across the entire slide (blood smear and Pap smear samples). In this case, we can capture
a small amount of training data and perform transfer learning of the reported networks.
We envision several future directions of our work. First, other network architectures can
be used for better autofocusing performance. Dilated convolution can be used to expand the
receptive field. An optimal neural network architecture can also be designed by the reinforcement
learning approach [15]. Second, a better strategy can be used in predicting the focus position of
the captured image. In the current implementation, we predict the focus position based on the
captured image. One improvement is to use the previous focus positions of other segments to better
predict current focus position. Another neural network can be used for this purpose. The input of
this new neural network is the previous and current predictions from the reported networks in this
work. The output of this new neural network is a new prediction of the focus position of the current
segment based on all information around this segment. Third, the reported approach can be
implemented on an embedded GPU integrated system [16]. Fourth, the gap between the same
protocol and the different protocol samples stems from the domain adaptation problem in deep
learning. How to minimize this gap is an important future direction.
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Chapter 8 Terapixel hyperspectral whole slide imaging via slit-array detection
and projection

Digital pathology via whole-slide imaging (WSI) systems has recently been approved for the
primary diagnostic use in the US. Acquiring whole-slide images with spectral information at each
pixel permits the use of multiplexed antibody labeling and allow for the measurement of cellularly
resolved chemical information. Here, the author reports the development of a high-throughput
terapixel hyperspectral WSI system using prism-based slit-array dispersion. We demonstrate a slitarray detection scheme for absorption-based measurements and a slit-array projection scheme for
fluorescence-based measurements. The spectral resolution and spectral range in the reported
schemes can be adjusted by changing the orientation of the slit-array mask. We use our system to
acquire 74 5-megapixel brightfield images at different wavelengths in ∼1 s, corresponding to a
throughput of 0.375 gigapixels / s. A terapixel whole-slide spatial–spectral data cube can be
obtained in ∼45 min. The reported system is compatible with existing WSI systems and can be
developed as an add-on module for whole-slide spectral imaging. It may find broad applications
in high-throughput chemical imaging with multiple antibody labeling. The use of slit array for
structured illumination may also provide insights for developing high-throughput hyperspectral
confocal imaging systems. This chapter cites the work “Terapixel hyperspectral whole slide
imaging via slit-array detection and projection” the author previously published on Journal of
Biomedical Optics.
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8.1 Background
The examination of a surgically excised specimen using a microscope has long been the goldstandard for disease diagnosis. In recent years, there is an upsurge in worldwide attention on
whole-slide imaging (WSI) for pathology analysis [1]. Instead of manually inspecting the
specimen using a microscope, the WSI system converts the entire tissue slide into a digital image
that can be viewed, managed, and analyzed on computer screens. A typical WSI system employs
a 0.75 numerical aperture (NA) objective lens to acquire high-resolution images of the sample.
The images are then aligned and stitched to form a large image of the entire slide. Catalyzed by
the rapid development of high-density solid-state detector technology and affordable terabytescale data storage, WSI is currently experiencing a period of exponential growth. In the medical
realm, a major milestone was reached in 2017 when the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approved Philips’ WSI system for primary diagnostic use in the US [2]. The emergence of artificial
intelligence in digital pathology promises further growth of this field in the coming decades.
One important development of the WSI system is to integrate microscopic imaging with
spectroscopy to obtain both the spatial and spectral information. Thanks to different spectral
signatures of biochemical constituents, spectroscopy can be used for better histopathological
analysis of labeled tissue sections [3-7]. In particular, acquiring whole-slide images with spectral
information at each pixel permits the use of multiplexed antibody labeling and allow for the
measurement of cellularly resolved information about pathways, cell fates, and cell types [8].
Existing solutions include spatial-scan methods by integrating a spectrometer to a microscope
platform and wavelength-scan methods via variable filters [9-12]. Snapshot hyperspectral
solutions have also been reported for imaging dynamic samples [13-15]. However, snapshot
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solutions may not be able to achieve diffraction-limited performance due to the need of encoding
the spectral information in spatial measurements.
Here, we report the development of a hyperspectral WSI platform based on prism
dispersion and slit-array detection/projection. We note that the general idea of using prism
dispersion for spectroscopy is well known [10,16,17]. Different from the previous demonstrations,
the key considerations for our design are threefold. First, the system needs to achieve diffractionlimited spatial resolution for digital pathology applications. Second, the system needs to be
computationally efficient due to the acquired terapixel dataset. Different from many snapshot
hyperspectral solutions, we cannot afford the computational cost of L1/L2 norm regularization.
Third, the system needs to be in high-throughput and the acquisition time for the entire terapixel
dataset is better to be limited by the data transfer link of the camera instead of the optomechanical
hardware.
To address these considerations, we demonstrate a slit-array detection scheme for
absorption-based measurements and a slit-array projection scheme for fluorescence-based
measurements. The use of slit-array mask allows us to perform parallel spectral measurement and
significantly shorten the acquisition time for WSI. The contribution of this chapter can be
summarized as follows. First, the spectral resolution and spectral range in the reported system can
be adjusted by simply changing the orientation of the slit-array mask. The capability of adjusting
spectral resolution and spectral range in the reported system provides a flexible solution to
multilabeling schemes chosen at the users’ discretion. Second, the reported design is compatible
with most existing WSI systems. The slit-array detection and projection systems can be integrated
as add-on modules attaching to the imaging port or the epi-illumination arm of an existing
microscope platform. Third, to the best of our knowledge, the slit-array projection scheme for
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fluorescence spectroscopy is unique and has not been reported before. In this scheme, all emitted
photons can be detected and the induced phototoxicity to the sample is minimized. This is different
from conventional filter-based implementations that only detect photons at a certain wavelength
while discarding all other valuable photons. The projection scheme may also provide insights for
developing structured illumination imaging or confocal imaging systems.

8.2 Slit-Array Detection Scheme
Figure 1(a) shows the slit-array detection scheme for absorption-based measurements (Video 1).
In this scheme, we placed two LEDs at the back focal plane of the condenser lens to perform focal
plane detection [18,19]. The rest of the setup is based on a Nikon Ti Eclipse microscope platform
with a 20×, 0.75 NA objective lens, a 0.55× reduction lens adapter, and a motorized stage (prior
101A). We fabricated a slit-array mask using laser direct writing procedures. The period of the slit
array is 138 μm and the linewidth is 3.45 μm. The period is chosen for a spectrum range of ∼200
nm and the linewidth is chosen to match the pixel size of the image sensor. The slit-array mask
was placed on the image plane of the microscope platform. We then used a 4f system to relay the
slit-array mask to a 5-megapixel camera with a 3.45-μm pixel size (Imaging Source DMK
33UX250 camera with a Sony IMX 250 image sensor, 72% quantum efficiency, and 71 dB
dynamic range). This 4f system consists of a 2×, 0.1 NA object lens (Nikon APO 2× lens), and a
200-mm tube lens (Thorlabs ITL 200). A 4-deg wedge prism (Thorlabs PS881-A) was placed at
the Fourier plane of the 4f system.
Figure 1(b) shows the prototype setup, where the slit-array mask is placed at the image
plane of the camera port. Figure 1(c1) shows the captured image of the slit-array mask without
placing the wedge prism at the Fourier plane. The sample is an empty slide and the light source is
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a halogen lamp with a bandpass filter (450 to 660 nm). Figure 1(c2) shows the captured image
with the wedge prism at the Fourier plane. We can clearly observe the effect of spectral dispersion
in this case. We also note that placing the slit-array at the image plane for blocking transmission
light is not a problem for brightfield microscopy, which has a sufficient photon budget for spectral
measurements.
The spectral measurement range of the reported setup is determined by the separation
between the adjacent slits. A larger separation results in a larger spectral measurement range or a
higher spectral resolution (using a larger deflection-angle prism). One key advantage of the
reported setup is that we can adjust the spectral measurement range by simply rotating the slitarray mask. In Fig. 2, we used a mercury lamp as the light source to calibrate the wavelengths of
the captured images. In Fig. 2(a1), the dispersion direction of the slit-array mask is along the xaxis and the spectral measurement range is 205 nm. In Fig. 2(a2), we rotate the slit-array mask by
45 deg to increase the spectral measurement range from 205 to 290 nm, corresponding to an
improvement factor of 1.414 (square root of 2). The line traces of the spectra are shown in Fig.
2(b), where we can see that the 405-nm line appears in the red trace thanks to the change of the
mask orientation (the dispersion direction remains the same). We also note that a large spectral
measurement range by rotating the slit-array mask also leads to a longer acquisition time for
acquiring the spatial–spectral dataset.
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Fig. 1 (a) The slit-array detection scheme of the proposed hyperspectral WSI platform (Video 1). (b) The
experimental prototype setup. The captured images of the slit-array mask without (c1) and with (c2) the
wedge

prism

at

the

Fourier

plane

(Video

1,

MP4,

9213

KB

[URL:

https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.23.6.066503.1]).

We used two lasers to characterize the spectral resolution of the reported platform. Figure
3 shows the captured intensity line trace of the two lasers. The full width at half maximum of the
intensity traces is ∼3 pixels, corresponding to a 7.7-nm spectral resolution. The spectral resolution
in the reported platform is determined by the employed 4-deg wedge prism. To improve the
spectral resolution, one can use a prism with a larger deflection angle and rotate the slit-array mask
to increase the spectral measurement range. The total number of slits in one imaging field of view,
however, would be lower in this case and the acquisition time for WSI would be inevitably longer.
It has been shown that a higher spectral resolution does not necessarily lead to a better result for
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distinguishing multiplexed labeling [20]. The chosen 7.7-nm spectral resolution in our setup is a
good compromise between the spectral resolution and the acquisition time for WSI.

Fig. 2. The captured spectra of a mercury lamp. The captured images with the slit-array mask aligned at the
0 deg (a1) and 45 deg (a2). (b) The line traces of the spectra. The measured spectral range increases from
205 to 290 nm by rotating the orientation of the slit-array mask from 0 to 45 deg.

To acquire the hyperspectral images using the reported platform, we need to scan the
sample along the x-direction, similar to the pushbroom configuration in conventional hyperspectral
imaging settings. In our experiments, we synchronized the motorized stage with the camera in the
acquisition process. In the captured images, the separation between adjacent slits is 80 pixels.
Therefore, we scan the sample 80 times to acquire images at one field of view. By reassembling
different columns from these 80 images, we can obtain 80 images corresponding to different
wavelengths. The acquisition time for the 80 images is 1.07 s, corresponding to a data throughput
of 0.375 gigapixels∕s. The throughput of the reported platform is limited by the data transfer link
of the camera instead of the optomechanical hardware. For each captured image, we select the
lines corresponding to the specific wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 2(b). For different captured
images, the selected lines correspond to a different spatial region as the sample is moving along
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the x-axis. As such, the selected lines from the 80 images can be reassembled to form an image at
a specific wavelength. In Fig. 4, we compare the resolution performance of the reported approach
with that of the regular widefield microscopy. In this experiment, we use a 20×, 0.75 NA objective
lens for both settings and a United States Air Force resolution target to quantify the performance.
In the slit-array approach, we recover the images at two different wavelengths in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c), respectively. We can see that both the regular approach and the reported slit array approach
can resolve up to group 10, element 6 of the resolution target, corresponding to a 0.225-μm half
pitch linewidth. The image contrast is high in both the long (632 nm) and short (470 nm)
wavelengths in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively.

Fig. 3 The measured spectral resolution using two lasers. The measured full width at half maximum is ∼3
pixel, corresponding to a 7.7- nm spectral resolution.
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Fig. 4 Resolution performance quantification using a resolution target. (a) Image captured by the regular
widefield microscopy. (b) and (c) Images captured by the reported slit-array approach. Images at (b) 632
nm and (c) 470 nm are shown for comparison.

To acquire the hyperspectral data cube, we typically ignore six images at the edge of the
passband due to the filter cutoff effect and spectral overlapping from the adjacent bands. The final
output is 74 5-megapixel images at different wavelengths of one field of view, as shown in Fig.
5(a). We note that removing six images means removing information at the edge of the bandpass
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filter. There are no six-pixel gaps in the spatial domain. Compared with the 7.7-nm spectral
resolution, the sampling step in the spectral domain is 2.7 nm. On the other hand, the Nyquist
sampling rate is 3.8 nm (7.7 nm∕2). The oversampling factor is, thus, 1.4 in our setup (3.8∕2.7 nm).
We slightly oversampled the data to avoid the loss of spectral information. Figure 5(b) shows nine
images of a hematoxylin- and eosin (H&E)-stained pathology slide at different wavelengths
(Video 2). Figure 5(c) shows the combined color image using images at 460, 535, and 635 nm.
Figure 5(d) shows the measured spectra at positions “A” and “B” in Fig. 5(c). In Video 3, we show
the hyperspectral images of a Pap smear sample prepared with the ThinPrep staining protocol [21].
We note that, in Videos 2 and 3, we can see periodic strip artifacts when the image contrast is low.
These artifacts are due to the motion accuracy of the motorized stage. In the current
implementation, we assume the motorized stage moves at a constant speed when capturing images.
Therefore, the selected lines from the 80 images can be reassembled to form an image at a specific
wavelength. If the motion is not strictly constant, there will be some slight mismatch between the
adjacent 80-pixel strips. There are three solutions to address this problem. First, we can perform
Fourier-domain filtering as we know the periodicity is 80 pixels for the strips. Second, we can use
a digital mirror device (DMD) to project the moving slit-array pattern. In this case, there is no
mechanical motion of the sample during image acquisition. Third, use a more-accurate motorized
stage.
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Fig. 5 (a) The captured hyperspectral data cube (Videos 2 and 3). (b) The recovered images of an H&E
pathology slide at nine different wavelengths. (c) The combined color image using three wavelengths at
460, 535, and 635 nm. (d) The measured spectra of positions “A” and “B” at (c) (Video 2, MOV, 3437 KB
[URL:

https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.23.6.066503.2]

and

Video

3,
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[URL:

https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.23.6.066503.3]).
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To cover a whole-slide sample with an area of 15 mm × 15 mm, we need to acquire 47 ×
40 tiles of the sample. For each row (47 tiles), we first use the two LEDs to acquire the focus map
of the sample of that row [18,19]. Based on this focus map, we acquire the 47 tiles and each tile
contains 74 images at different wavelengths. This process is then repeated for other rows. This
focus map surveying process is different from the conventional process, where the focus map of
the entire sample is acquired at the beginning [22]. In our experiment, we observe a thermal drift
of the stage due to the relatively long acquisition time of the entire hyperspectral data cube.
Therefore, we acquire the focus maps of individual rows instead of the entire sample before
collecting the hyperspectral data of the same row. The added time for focus map surveying is ∼20
s, which is negligible compared with the acquisition time of the terapixel dataset. Figure 6(a) shows
the color whole-slide image by combining the recovered images at 460-, 535-, and 635-nmwavelengths. Figure 6(b) shows the zoom-in views of the whole-slide image of the pathology slide.
Figure 6(c) shows the measured spectra of positions “A” and “B” in Figs. 6(b2) and 6(b3),
respectively. In this experiment, the acquisition time for ∼1 terapixel whole-slide hyperspectral
dataset is ∼45 min. This dataset was streamed to a solid-state drive through the PCI-express
interface in our experiment. The use of slit-array facilitates parallel measurements of the spectral
information, significantly shortening the acquisition time for WSI.
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Fig. 6 (a) The whole-slide image of a pathology slide, (b) different zoom-in views, and (c) the measured
spectra of positions “A” and “B.”

8.3 Slit-Array Projection Scheme
Placing the slit-array mask on the image plane is a simple solution for transmission-based
measurements (i.e., absorption measurements). However, most of the photons from the sample are
blocked by the mask and cannot reach the image sensor. If we use this scheme for fluorescence
imaging, we need to use excitation light to illuminate the entire sample while only detecting a
small portion of the fluorescence emission. Therefore, this scheme is not suitable for fluorescence
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imaging due to the photobleaching or phototoxicity concern. To address this issue, we place the
slit-array mask at the epi-illumination arm for sample illumination, as shown in Fig. 7(a). In this
case, the light from the slit-array mask is projected onto the sample and the wedge prism at the
detection path disperses the fluorescence-emission photons. As such, all fluorescence photons can
be detected by the image sensor and the induced phototoxicity to the sample is minimized. This is
different from conventional filter-based implementations that only detect photons at a certain
spectral band, whereas discarding all other valuable photons.
To calibrate the system, we used a standard mercury lamp as the light source and a mirror
as the object to measure the spectrum of the mercury lamp. The measured spectrum was then
calibrated to match the ground-truth spectrum measured by a regular spectrometer (FluoroMax
Plus, HORIBA Scientific).
To test our platform for fluorescence imaging, we coated a coverslip with green and orange
fluorescence microspheres (yellow fluorescent microspheres and orange yellow fluorescent-coated
glass microspheres fluorescence microspheres, Cospheric). Similar to the slit-array-modulated
detection scheme, we scanned the sample to the direction perpendicular to the slit array to acquire
80 images of the sample. The exposure time was set to 200 ms for each image to obtain an adequate
signal to noise ratio. As such, it takes ∼16 s to acquire a hyperspectral data cube of one field of
view of the microscope system.
The reason for the long acquisition time of our setup is partially due to the relatively low
excitation flux of the employed mercury lamp [coupled to a liquid light guide in Fig. 7(a)]. It is
possible to use a laser to replace the mercury lamp to increase the illumination flux and shorten
the acquisition time. A cylindrical lens array can also be used to better couple light through the
slitarray mask. Figures 7(b1) and 7(b2) show the two recovered images at two different
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wavelengths. Figure 7(c) shows the combined color image based on the recovered spectral
information. The green and orange lines in Fig. 7(d) show the measured spectra of two different
types of fluorescence microspheres. The black dash lines in Fig. 7(d) show the spectra measured
by a regular spectrometer (FluoroMax Plus, HORIBA Scientific). We can see that they are in a
good agreement with each other.

Fig. 7 (a) The slit-array projection scheme for hyperspectral fluorescence imaging, (b) two recovered
images at two wavelengths, (c) the combined color image based on the recovered spectral information, and
(d) the measured spectra (green and orange solid line) of two different types of fluorescence microspheres.
The black dash lines represent the ground-truth spectra measured by a regular spectrometer (FluoroMax
Plus, HORIBA Scientific).
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8.4 Summary
We report the development of a high-throughput hyperspectral WSI system based on slit-array
dispersion. We demonstrate a slit-array detection scheme for absorption-based measurements and
a slit-array projection scheme for fluorescence-based measurements. Compared with the
conventional pushbroom configuration, the use of slit-array mask facilitates parallel measurements
of the spectral information and shortens the acquisition time for WSI. The spectral resolution and
spectral range in the reported system can be adjusted by simply changing the orientation of the
slit-array mask. The capability of adjusting spectral resolution and spectral range in the reported
system provides a flexible solution to multilabeling schemes. This feature, to the best of our
knowledge, has not been reported before. The slit-array projection scheme enables the detection
of all fluorescence emission from the sample and the induced phototoxicity is minimized. This is
different from conventional filter-based implementations, where many valuable photons are
discarded in the acquisition process.
The development of the reported system is timely as well. WSI systems have been
approved for the primary diagnostic use by the US FDA in 2017. The performance of cost-effective
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor camera has been substantially improved in the past
few years. High-speed USB 3.0/3.1 datalink and terabyte-scale solid-state drives have also entered
the mainstream market and become more affordable recently. We envision that all these
advancements will greatly facilitate the development of next-generation terapixel hyperspectral
WSI systems.
There are a few future directions for further developing the reported systems. First, we can
use the slit-array mask for both illumination and detection. In this case, we can perform
hyperspectral confocal imaging. Second, the scanning process in the current platform relies on the
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motorized microscope stage. We can use a DMD to replace the slit-array mask. The scanning
process can be digitally performed using the DMD instead of the motorized stage. We can also use
the DMD-controlled mask for both illumination and detection. Third, we can improve the light
delivering efficiency by placing a cylindrical lens array between the light source and the slit-array
mask. Fourth, we can employ other image processing methods for the slit-array projection scheme
in Fig. 7. For example, we can recover multilayer information from the captured data [23] or
recover information beyond the frequency limit of the employed objective lens [24,25].
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Chapter 9 Conclusions

In this dissertation, I first reviewed the basic knowledge of microscope optics. The most frequently
used nouns such as NA, FOV, DOF and resolution are explained in detail. The modern
microscopes are 4f systems which contains an objective and a tube lens instead of a single objective.
In the parallel path between objective and the tube lens, complex optics can be inserted and without
introducing aberration to the optical system.
In chapter 2, I introduced the whole slide imaging system and the most popular ways to do
autofocusing for whole slide imaging. There are two types of autofocusing method: one is image
based autofocusing. Generally, a z-stack of images are taken from different focal positions in the
same view. By comparing the figures’ merit, one can predict the best focal level and bring the
stage to the optimal focal position. There are over 18 kinds of figures’ merit algorithms and I
explained the most popular algorithms which are: Contrast, Brenner gradient, variety, entropy. The
second autofocusing method for microscope is reflection based autofocusing. The lasers or infrared
LEDs are often used to track the angle of reflectance over a surface. This method creates a single
reference point to keep the objective at a constant distance from the sample. Although this can
work for biological samples that are a fixed distance off the surface, it does not work well when a
sample varies its location from the surface. This is because focus is maintained at a constant
distance above the reference surface (i.e., glass slide) and therefore, cannot track the tissue
topography variations above the glass.
In chapter 3, I introduced my first solution for WSI autofocusing. Inspired by the phase
detection concept in professional photography, we attached two pinhole-modulated cameras at the
eyepiece ports for instant focal plane detection. By adjusting the positions of the pinholes, we can
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effectively change the view angle for the sample, and as such, we can use the translation shift of
the two pinhole-modulated images to identify the optimal focal position. By using a small pinhole
size, the focal-plane-detection range is on the order of millimeter, orders of magnitude longer than
the objective’s depth of field. We also show that, by analyzing the phase correlation of the pinholemodulated images, we can determine whether the sample contains one thin section, folded sections,
or multiple layers separated by certain distances – an important piece of information prior to a
detailed z scan. In order to achieve system automation, we deployed a low-cost programmable
robotic arm to perform sample loading and $14 stepper motors to drive the microscope stage to
perform x-y scanning. Using a 20X objective lens, we can acquire a 2 gigapixel image with 14
mm by 8 mm field of view in 90 seconds. The reported platform may find applications in
biomedical research, telemedicine, and digital pathology. It may also provide new insights for the
development of high-content screening instruments.
In chapter 4, I introduced my second autofocusing method for WSI. By exploring the
autocorrelation property of the tissue sections, I reported a novel single-frame autofocusing
scheme to address the above challenges. In this approach, we place a two-pinhole-modulated
camera at the epi-illumination arm. The captured image contains two copies of the sample
separated by a certain distance. By identifying this distance, we can recover the defocus distance
of the sample over a long z-range without z-scanning. To handle transparent samples, we set an
offset distance to the autofocusing camera for generating out-of-focus contrast in the captured
image. The single-frame nature of our scheme allows autofocusing even when the stage is in
continuous motion. We demonstrate the use of our autofocusing scheme for fluorescence WSI and
quantify the focusing performance on 1550 different tissue tiles. The average autofocusing error
is ~0.11 depth-of-field, 3 folds better than that of conventional methods. We report an autofocusing
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speed of 0.037 s per tile, which is much faster than that of conventional methods. The autofocusing
range is ~80 µm, 8 folds longer than that of conventional methods. The reported scheme is able to
solve the autofocusing challenges in WSI systems and may find applications in high-throughput
brightfield/fluorescence WSI.
In chapter 5, I presented the development of a multichannel microscopy for whole-slide
multiplane, multispectral and phase imaging. We use trinocular heads to split the beam path into
6 independent channels and employ a camera array for parallel data acquisition, achieving a
maximum data throughput of approximately 1 gigapixel per second. To perform single-frame rapid
autofocusing, we place 2 near-infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) at the back focal plane of the
condenser lens to illuminate the sample from 2 different incident angles. A hot mirror is used to
direct the near-infrared light to an autofocusing camera. For multiplane whole-slide imaging, we
acquire 6 different focal planes of a thick specimen simultaneously. For multispectral WSI, we
relay the 6 independent image planes to the same focal position and simultaneously acquire
information at 6 spectral bands. For whole-slide phase imaging, we acquire images at 3 focal
positions simultaneously and use the transport-of-intensity equation to recover the phase
information. We also provide an open-source design to further increase the number of channels
from 6 to 15. The reported platform provides a simple solution for multiplexed fluorescence
imaging and multimodal WSI. Acquiring an instant focal stack without z-scanning may also enable
fast 3-dimensional dynamic tracking of various biological samples.
In chapter 6, a novel focus map surveying method for WSI is introduced. In this method,
we illuminate the sample with two LEDs and recover the focus points based on 1D autocorrelation
analysis. The reported method requires no axial scanning, no additional camera and lens, works
for stained and transparent samples, and allows continuous sample motion in the surveying process.
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By using a 20× objective lens, we demonstrate a mean focusing error of ∼0.08 μm in the static
mode and ∼0.17 μm in the continuous motion mode. The reported method may provide a turnkey
solution for most existing WSI systems due to its simplicity, robustness, accuracy, and high speed.
It may also standardize the imaging performance of WSI systems for digital pathology and find
other applications in high-content microscopy, such as time-lapse live-cell imaging.
In chapter 7, I explored the use of deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) to predict the
focal position of the acquired image without axial scanning. We investigate the autofocusing
performance with three illumination settings: incoherent Kohler illumination, partially coherent
illumination with two plane waves, and one-plane-wave illumination. We acquire ~130,000
images with different defocus distances as the training data set. Different defocus distances lead
to different spatial features of the captured images. However, solely relying on the spatial
information leads to a relatively bad performance of the autofocusing process. It is better to extract
defocus features from transform domains of the acquired image. For incoherent illumination, the
Fourier cutoff frequency is directly related to the defocus distance. Similarly, autocorrelation peaks
are directly related to the defocus distance for two-plane-wave illumination. In our implementation,
we use the spatial image, the Fourier spectrum, the autocorrelation of the spatial image, and
combinations thereof as the inputs for the CNNs. We show that the information from the transform
domains can improve the performance and robustness of the autofocusing process. The resulting
focusing error is ~0.5 µm, which is within the 0.8-µm depth-of-field range. The reported approach
requires little hardware modification for conventional WSI systems and the images can be captured
on the fly without focus map surveying. It may find applications in WSI and time-lapse microscopy.
The transform- and multi-domain approaches may also provide new insights for developing
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microscopy-related deep-learning networks. We have made our training and testing data set (~12
GB) open-source for the broad research community.
In chapter 8, I introduced the development of a high-throughput terapixel hyperspectral
WSI system using prism-based slit-array dispersion. We demonstrate a slit-array detection scheme
for absorption-based measurements and a slit-array projection scheme for fluorescence-based
measurements. The spectral resolution and spectral range in the reported schemes can be adjusted
by changing the orientation of the slit-array mask. We use our system to acquire 74 5-megapixel
brightfield images at different wavelengths in ∼1 s, corresponding to a throughput of
0.375 gigapixels / s. A terapixel whole-slide spatial–spectral data cube can be obtained in ∼45 min.
The reported system is compatible with existing WSI systems and can be developed as an add-on
module for whole-slide spectral imaging. It may find broad applications in high-throughput
chemical imaging with multiple antibody labeling. The use of slit array for structured illumination
may also provide insights for developing high-throughput hyperspectral confocal imaging systems.
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